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Abstrat

From the beginning of the 20th entury astronomers started to move their studies

toward that partiular omponent whih ould be responsible of the reddening and the

extintion of stars radiation. They agreed that this omponent must be represented

by a population of mirosopi partiles named interstellar dust, that it must be mixed

with the interstellar gas. Later on, in the seond half of the entury, dust was reognized

to play very many important roles in the Milky Way and other galaxies. These �ndings

hanged the astronomer's view of the interstellar spae, that is now fully onsidered

as an ative element in galati evolution. For this reason to ahieve a more reliable

understanding of the nature of interstellar dust is neessary to take into aount the

response of dust to the physial onditions of the regions in whih dust grains are

embedded.

Over the years astronomers used the variation of extintion respet to wavelength,

the interstellar extintion urve, to study osmi dust. In this thesis I elaborate a

physial and hemial model of dust, to investigate the remarkable variety of galati

interstellar extintion urves. In Chapter 1 I introdue the roles of the interstellar dust,

its proessing in the interstellar medium, and the tools to address the problem of its

nature. In Chapter 2 I present the exploited model in a simpli�ed version, and an

appliation to some peuliar lines of sight in our galaxy. In Chapter 3 the omplete

version of the model is put forward, and, together with its simpli�ed version, applied

to a large sample of Milky Way interstellar extintion urves. All di�erent �avours

of observed extintion urves, ranging from the average galati extintion urve to

very peuliar pro�les, an be desribed by suh a model. I show that a mixture of

ore�mantle siliate/arbon grains together with a relatively small number (54 speies

in four harge states) of polyyli aromati hydroarbons an reprodue the features of

the extintion urve in the ultraviolet, dismissing an old objetion to the ontribution

of polyyli aromati hydroarbons to the interstellar extintion urve. In Chapter

4 I ompare an evolutionary model of the physial properties of arbonaeous grain

mantles with their determination through the �tting proedure outlined in Chapter 3.

The results of suh omparison demonstrates, that in the framework of the adopted

dust model, the whole sample of galati extintion urves are in striking agreement

with the proposed evolutionary senario, requiring physial onditions fully onsistent

with standard values of density, temperature, radiation �eld intensity, and average age

of di�use interstellar louds. The results of this thesis show that the present model is

able to reonile the great variety of observed interstellar extintion urves within an

uni�ed evolutionary senario, without making drasti hanges to strutural properties

of dust grains.
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Chapter 1

Interstellar dust from the beginning

1.1 Introdution

In the eighteenth entury astronomers had notied wide regions in the sky where they

ould not observe stars. The �rst astronomer who disussed this evidene was William

Hershel: he alled löher in den himmel (holes in the sky) these regions apparently

without stars. Many years later, Wilhelm Struve realized that starlight su�ers absorp-

tion in proportion to the distane travelled. In 1930, studying open lusters, Robert

J. Trumpler disovered an anomaly in the open lusters size; so he dedued that some-

thing was present between the observing astronomer and the open lusters, mirosopi

solids, later on alled interstellar dust, ould a�et the measure of stars distanes.

Astronomers measure stellar distanes omparing the apparent magnitude with the

absolute magnitude, obtained with the spetral lassi�ation

mV −MV = 5 log d′ − 5 (1.1)

where mV and MV are apparent and absolute visual magnitudes, respetively and d′ is
the apparent mean luster distane in parses

1

. Knowing d′, Trumpler ould dedue the

linear diameter of eah luster geometrially from the measured angular diameter. He

derived a remarkable trend: lusters diameters appeared to inrease with distane from

the Solar System. To make sure that the luster diameters were independent of distane,

he introdued a distane�dependent orretion in the left hand�side of equation (1.1)

mV −MV −AV = 5 log d− 5 (1.2)

where d is now the real distane of the luster and AV is the orretion. To shed

light on the nature of the orretion, Trumpler studied the olours of stars involved

in the measurements, �nding that their spetra appeared to be shifted towards the

red, or �reddened�: learly AV should be more e�ient for wavelengths shorter than in

the visible. In partiular, having ompared the apparent luminosities of similar stars,

Trumpler inferred that AV was a linear funtion of the wavenumber, AV ∝ λ−1
. This

result indiated that interstellar extintion must be due to the presene of solid partiles

1

This equation is derived by the de�nition of magnitude m from the brightness F : m(λ) =
−2.5 logF (λ) + C in whih C is a onstant dependent by the wavelength. The absolute magnitude is

de�ned like the apparent brightness whih a star would have if it were plaed at a standard distane

of 10 p away; then exploiting the relation between luminosity and brightness: L = 4πd2 · F , in whih

d is the true distane of the soure from the observer, I obtain M −m = −2.5 log(4πd2F/4π102F ) =
−5 log(d/10); From this relation the equation 1.1 is readily derived.

1



2 Chapter 1

with dimensions omparable to visual wavelengths. This was the �rst determination of

a tool that astronomers are now routinely using to desribe the interation of stellar

radiation with dust along a partiular line of sight: the extintion urve, a relation that

links the extintion of stellar radiation to the wavenumber.

The knowledge of the existene of dispersed solids in spae ould have helped those

astronomers who, in 1920, had disovered that many stars lose to the galati plane

appeared redder then expeted on the basis of their spetral types. There was a dis-

repany in stellar temperature derived by spetrosopy and photometry. By means

of spetral lassi�ation star temperatures may be evaluated through the presene and

relative intensities of spetral lines in the stellar photosphere. Instead olour indies,

like (mB − mV )
2

, are indiators of temperature based on the ontinuum slope and

its equivalent blakbody temperature. Many stars, that showed spetral features of

early-type stars, had olour indies more appropriate to late-type stars. Suh results

are easily explained by the reddening aused by foreground interstellar dust along the

line of sight (Whittet, 2002): stellar spetra in a limited range do not hange with

reddening, instead olour indies depend on temperature and reddening.

Usually the extintion is reliably determined using the pair method, omparing

spetrophotometry of two stars of the same spetral lass: if one star has negligible

foreground dust, while the seond star is reddened, omparison of two spetra, with the

assumption that extintion goes to zero at very long wavelength, allows to determine

the extintion as a funtion of wavelength (Draine, 2003).

The degree of reddening or seletive extintion is quanti�ed through the olor exess

EB−V = (mB −mV )− (mB −mV )0, (1.3)

where mB − mV and (mB − mV )0 are observed and intrinsi values of olour index,

respetively. Sine the extintion is greater in the B band than in V one, EB−V is

a positive quantity for reddened stars and zero for unreddened stars. An important

relationship between total extintion and olor exess is

RV =
AV

EB−V
. (1.4)

In equation (1.4) EB−V is diretly measurable, whereas AV is evaluated only if RV an

be determined. As extintion dereases rapidly as wavelength inreases, I obtain

RV = − lim
λ→∞

Eλ−V

EB−V
. (1.5)

Theoretially, RV is expeted to depend on the omposition and size distribution of

dust grains. In the low density interstellar medium, RV is virtually onstant

RV ≈ 3.05 (1.6)

(Fitzpatrik and Massa, 2007).

Prior to the mid-1960's, interstellar extintion was aessible to study mainly in the

visible part of the spetrum, where it was known to inrease linearly for dereasing

wavelength, and was therefore believed to be essentially due to sattering and absorp-

tion by some form of small dust partiles. With the opening of the UltraViolet (UV)

2mB is the apparent luminosity in blue range of eletromagneti spetrum; the relative extintion

at a generi wavelength is expressed as mλ.
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and InfraRed (IR) portions of the spetrum to astronomial observations, Whitford

(1948) produed an InterStellar Extintion Curve (ISEC) that showed urvature at the

near-UV and IR regions. As pointed out remarkably by Greenberg and Shen (1999)

"things were beginning to make some physial sense from the point of view of small

partile sattering". Indeed, at that time van de Hulst (1949) put forward the �rst om-

prehensive model of interstellar dust, and having a realisti dust model he developed

the sattering tools to handle the problem (van de Hulst, 1957). Sine then interstellar

dust has beome one of the subjets in the forefront of astrophysis.

1.2 The many roles of dust in the interstellar medium

Sine its disovery, the astronomers regarded the dust as a disturb for the observations of

stars, an irritating fog whih preluded a lear view of stellar spetrum. For this reason

the �rst studies of interstellar dust were motivated by the desire to orret photometri

data for its presene. Nevertheless, as it was later understood, dust has very many

important roles to play within the Milky Way Galaxy (MWG) and other galaxies, and

it is a ruial omponent in the evolution of galaxies.

An important role of the dust is the shielding of nebular regions from starlight,

favouring the build-up of a omplex hemistry. Moleules formed in this hemistry

are important beause they an be used by astronomers to trae the presene of gas

and its physial ondition through IR and radio emissions wih are una�eted by dust

extintion. Dust grains are the primary repository in the InterStellar Medium (ISM) for

many hemial elements, and atalyse the formation of H2, the most abundant moleule

in the ISM. Hydrogen exists predominantly in its 1s ground state, and ollisions between
hydrogen atoms an proeed along two potential energy urves, in whih the eletroni

spins are either parallel (triplet state) or anti-parallel (singlet state). As the atoms

are initially unbound, their total energy is positive (the zero of the total energy is

taken at the moleular dissoiation limit). In order to stabilize, the system must lose

energy and its total energy beome negative. In the gaseous phase this may our

either by means of three-body ollisions, the third body taking away the exess energy,

or by means of radiative proesses. Three-body ollisions are extremely improbable at

interstellar densities, and so the only way in whih the system an stabilize is through

the emission of a photon. Unfortunately, transitions between the triplet and singlet

eletroni potential energy urves are forbidden to eletri dipole radiation as they

involve a hange in the total spin quantum number. Radiative transitions involving

the nulear degrees of freedom (rotation and vibration) are also forbidden, as the H2

moleule is homonulear and does not possess a permanent dipole moment. It is widely

aepted that H2 forms on grain surfaes: H atoms stik to grains and beome trapped at

surfae defets in the grain struture. During the reombination the H2 binding energy,

4.476 eV, must be partitioned between the rovibrational exitation and translational

energy of the nasent moleule and heating of the dust grain (Parneix and Brehigna,

1998). If the internal and translational energies of newly formed moleules are relatively

small, then signi�ant grain heating must take plae, whih may lead to the desorption

of volatile moleules from the dust grain surfae (Duley and Williams 1993, Roberts

et al. 2007). The H2 internal energy distribution ould have a signi�ant impat on

the hemistry ourring in the ISM beause vibrationally exited H2 will inrease the

overall energy budget of gas-phase proesses. There have been many theoretial and

laboratory studies that predit H2 to be formed in highly exited rovibrational states
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(e.g., Sizun et al. 2010, Martinazzo and Tantardini 2006 and referenes therein). It is

possible that this formation pumping may be observable in the IR spetra of partiular

astronomial regions (Islam et al., 2010).

Surfae reations may lead to the formation of speies heavier than H2. At the low

temperatures of dense moleular louds gas-phase speies ondense onto dust grains

forming iy mantles. During the proess, when speies suh as e.g., OH and CO

freeze-out on dust, they beome hydrogenated via surfae reations and form H2O

and methanol. The rate at whih these reations our inreases with the density of the

loud. Iy mantles exposed to shoks or heated nearby a nasent star beome soures

of omplex moleules. Thus, at all level of density, the exhange of material between

interstellar gas and grains is important for the hemial omposition and evolution of

the ISM as a whole.

Dust is involved in the formation and evolution of stars and planetary systems.

Indeed stars are born within very dense loud of dust and gas and the presene of

dust, being an e�ient radiator of exess heat energy, favours gravitational ollapse to

form protostars. As protostar ontrats, rotation �attens the irumstellar envelope

in a disk-like struture. Proto-planetary disks have been deteted around young stars

through extintion and emission arising from the dust they ontain. The e�et of the

radiation pressure on grains may in�uene the dynamis of stellar envelope surrounding

both young and evolved stars. Grains ondensing in the envelopes of late-type giants

may drive the out�ows of evolved stars, and ontribute signi�antly to the enrihment

of the ISM with heavy elements.

Sine dust obsures stellar light, it must re-emit at longer wavelengths (Witt and

Gordon, 2000). Thus, dust manifests itself through ontinue emission at λ > 1 µm.

Suh emission beyond a few µm and up to 100 µm is mainly due to disrete photon

heating of very small dust grains; dust heated by massive stars to temperature larger

than 50 K also ontribute to the �ux in the wavelength region below ∼ 50 µm. Beyond

40−70 µm, the emission is due to dust grains in nearly steady balane with the average

heating by starlight. Dust shows also emission and absorption features, that, in the

near/mid-IR, inlude absorption bands suh as e.g., those of siliate materials at 9.7

and 18 µm, frozen H2O and CO2 at 3.0 and 4.3 µm (Öberg et al., 2011), and the

emission bands at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6 and 11.3 µm (Tielens, 2013).

In addition to extintion, dust partiles produe polarization, mainly linear, of stellar

light. To explain interstellar polarization, dust grains are represented as spheroids,

desribing a rotation about the major axis of an ellipse (prolate spheroid) or the minor

axis (oblate spheroid); grain shapes are haraterised by the elongation, de�ned as the

ratio between major and minor semi�axes. It is generally found that stellar radiation is

polarized by partially aligned spheroidal dust grains whih �utuate and rotate about

the axis of greatest moment of inertia. The degree of linear polarization depends on

the type of the spheroid, prolate or oblate, its elongation and the alignment e�ieny.

When detetable, irular polarization an also provide informations on grain shape

and elongation.

Finally, dust indues the reddening of extragalati bakground light, the umulative

radiative output from all energy soures in the universe sine the epoh of reombination.

The subsequent emission at IR wavelengths produes the osmi IR bakground (Dwek,

2001).

The properties of the dust are quite well known in general terms for the MWG

(at least within 2 kp from the Sun). However, the extintion pro�le and its absolute

value vary with the line of sight, even in diretions away from the plane of the MWG.
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Sine the spetral distribution depends on the omposition and geometry of grains, I

an onlude that dust grains evolve in response to regional physial onditions, suh

as e.g., hemial enrihment, dynamis, irradiation, and energy ontent.

1.3 Interstellar dust life�yle

From spetral features in extintion, sattering and emission astronomers an infer the

hemial omposition of dust. Based on suh studies arbon and silion are onsidered

as prinipal omponents for interstellar dust grains.

The strongest spetral feature observable in the extintion urve is entered at 4.6

µm−1
and it is named bump (see �gure 1.2). It suggests the presene of arbon in

aromati form, sine this feature is attributed to π∗ ← π absorption. Other features

distintive of aromati arbon are the emission bands at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.3 µm,

alled Aromati Infrared Bands (AIBs). These emission features are assoiated to H

atoms attahed to the edge of a arbon ring skeleton giving rise to the following vi-

brational modes (Allamandola et al., 1989): i) 3.3 µm C�H strething mode, ii) 6.2

µm C�C strething mode, iii) 7.7 µm C�C strething mode, iv) 8.6 µm C�H in plane

bending mode, v) 11.3 µm C�H out of plane bending mode for the ase in whih there

are not H atoms adjaent.

Indeed, the only seure identi�ation of arbon in dust grains is the broad feature at

3.4 µm observable in di�use atomi regions, and indiative of the C�H strething mode

in aliphati hydroarbons.

Siliate minerals generally have strong absorption resonanes around 10 µm due to

Si�O strething. The observational evidene of an emission feature near suh wave-

length observed in out�ows from ool oxygen rih stars (where siliate materials would

ondense) but not in out�ows from arbon rih stars (where oxygen should form CO

and not siliates) supports the identi�ation of siliates in spae. Moreover, a weaker

feature at 18 µm is also observed, suggesting the presene of the O�Si�O bending mode

in siliates.

Interstellar dust is thought to form around evolved stars (i.e. giant branh stars,

asymptoti giant branh stars and supernovae), and then ejeted into the surround-

ing ISM by stellar winds. Here dust grains are subjet to violent proessing in fast

shok waves generated by supernova. Suh stars are believed to be responsible for the

formation of dust in high redshift galaxies too. Amounts of dust larger than 108M⊙

are deteted in sub�millimetre galaxies and quasars at high redshift from a number of

instruments suh as SCUBA, MAMBO, MAMBO-2 and VLA. The age of the Universe

at z > 6 was less than 1 Gyr, and early star formation took plae at redshift ∼ 10,

approximately 500 Myr after the Big Bang (Greif and Bromm, 2006). The maximum

time available to build a similar large dust mass was at most 400 − 500 Myr. Con-

sidering that dust is produed by stars towards the ends of their life, in high redshift

galaxies only massive stars have su�iently short lifetime within the age of the Universe

at this redshift, suh as high mass asymptoti giant branh stars with masses between

3 − 8 M⊙ have lifetimes of a few 107 − 108 years and they an be potential ontrib-

utors to dust prodution in high redshift galaxies. Some features in extintion urves

of various objets at high redshift have been attributed to dust of supernova origin as

the plateau observed at around 170− 300 nm, possibly arising from amorphous arbon

and magnetite supernova dust (Maiolino et al., 2004). However, the orrespondene

with minimum mass of ∼ 3 M⊙ are potential dust soures: i) stars with a mass end
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of 3 − 8 M⊙ evolve to AGB stars and let out dust through intense mass�loss; ii) stars

more massive than 8 M⊙ explode as supernova, but to date the orrespondene among

the star mass, the type of the supernova and the dust mass is not lear yet (Gall et al.,

2011). Exploiting the Hershel satellite at far-IR wavelengths Matsuura et al. (2011)

present the �rst diret evidene that substantial amounts of dust an be reated in

supernovae. Matsuura et al. (2011) observations demonstrate the presene of dust in

supernova 1987A in a muh larger amount than previously known, and inferred that

indeed most of the refratory material in the ejeta of the supernova has ondensed into

dust. Although substantial, the dust prodution rate appears to be not su�ient to

eliminate the need for grain growth in the ISM in the Large Magellani Cloud (LMC),

as well as, for omparison, in our own galaxy (MKee, 2011).

In ISM siliate dust appears to be amorphous due by dust proessing of newly formed

rystalline siliate grains. The di�erential aeleration of the gas and dust in supernova

shok waves produes high�veloity ion impats on grains that an sputter atoms of the

grains and/or amorphise rystalline materials (Jones, 2004). Prior to the Infrared Spae

Observatory (ISO) mission all siliates in spae were thought to be amorphous as a result

of their rapid gas phase formation in low�density irumstellar shells. Observations

with ISO, at wavelengths overing the 2.5− 200 µm range, revolutionised our thinking

of dust in spae with the disovery of thermal emission from rystalline siliates in the

dust shells around stars in their late stages (Jones, 2009). However, rystalline siliates

were identi�ed in dust extrated from the omet 81P/Wild 2 and their presene in other

omets has been revealed by IR spetral features (Wooden, 2008). Other samples of

rystalline siliates with anomalous signatures that indiate that they formed around

evolved stars in pre�solar epoh have been extrated from primitive meteorites. Their

isotopi ompositions show values very far from the solar system ones. Suh isotopi

anomalies are harateristis of the nuleosyntheti proesses ourring within some

stars at partiular phases in their evolution (Jones, 2009). The formation proess for

rystalline siliate is still unertain, but some speulation was made. Ábrahám et al.

(2009), observing the mid-IR spetra of the star EX Lupi (a young Sun�like eruptive star

whih shows repetitive outburst) in two separate epohs, were able to reognize typial

feature for amorphous siliate in the �rst epoh spetrum (the star was in a quiesent

phase), and peaks harateristi of rystalline siliates superimposed on amorphous

siliate feature in the seond epoh spetrum. These features are very similar to those

observed in ometary spetra. A possible interpretation onsiders rystallinization as

produed by thermal annealing in the star's inner disk by outburst. A problem ould

be represented by the transport of these rystalline siliates to be inorporated into

omets as observed, sine the omet forming zone is the old, outer region of the star's

disk. A possible answer ould be given by the �X�wind� model, in whih dust grains

are ballistially launhed above the disk's mid�plane and transported outward (Shu

et al., 1996). This model ould have some problems in explaining the observed levels of

transport. However, it is also possible that some rystalline siliates are made in situ in

ometary omae (Li, 2009). In the ISM ∼ 95% of siliate material is amorphous (Li and

Draine, 2002), in some irumstellar disks the rystalline fration appears to be higher

but the bulk of the siliates remains amorphous. On the other hand arbonaeous

materials are rystalline in the form of graphite or diamond, or amorphous in the form

of Hydrogenated Amorphous Carbon (HAC).

Dust evolves in the ISM through onstrutive proesses, and, during its life�yle,

dust is also subjet to destrutive/disruptive proesses. Dust destrution proesses

whih destroy and hange the on�guration of dust grains are many. These proesses
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our in a variety of interstellar environments, inluding regions of intense stellar radia-

tion �elds (HII regions, γ�ray bursts, ...), in the hot gas behind supernova remnants and

in interstellar shok waves. In general term a dust destrution proess is any intera-

tion between a grain and another partile that leads to a net baryon loss from the grain

(Jones, 2004), with the outome of the interation depending by the total energy of the

ollision and the oupling between the partile and the grain. The importane of these

proesses are evident from the large variations seen in the ISEC from one sightline to

another: these di�erenes are originated by interstellar proesses beause eah sightline

is expeted to average over the stardust produed by many individual stars. The major

partile�grain interations are the following:

� Photon�grain interations ; low energy photons (radio and IR wavelengths) are

weakly absorbed by refratory dust materials. On the other hand higher energy

photons an be absorbed and sattered leading to the heat of grains and ausing

thermal emission. Suh kind of interations are not destrutive proesses. When

similar proesses our for more volatile materials, suh as ie mantles, the

absorption of UV photons beomes an important destrution mehanism (Draine

and Salpeter 1979a, Westley et al. 1995a,b). Muñoz Caro et al. (2010), in their

experiments, measured CO photodesorption from UV irradiation at 7, 8 and 15 K.

They found the photodesorption yield of CO ie is onstant during irradiation and

independent of the ie thikness. They found also that the photodesorption yield

at 15 K (∼ 3.5 ± 0.5 ×10−2
CO moleules photon (7.3− 10.5eV)−1

) is about one

order of magnitude higher than the previous estimate. Only high energy photon

interations an result in grain destrution via diret heating (Guhathakurta and

Draine, 1989) and via extreme grain harging e�ets (Draine and Salpeter 1979b,

Waxman and Draine 2000, Fruhter et al. 2001). The interation of grain with

UV photons and the grain heating are responsible for the loss of H atoms from

the arbonaeous material in the polymeri form (sp3) and its transition to the

graphiti form (sp3) (Jones et al., 1990). Beause of irradiation, in arbon ma-

terials exposed to above� and near�bandgap radiation the absorption oe�ient

over a broad range of frequenies inreases. The amount of inrease depends on

the wavelength and the intensity of the induing radiation, and the duration of

the exposure, leading to a shift of the optial absorption edge to lower energy

and an inrease in the band tail absorption. The physial and hemial trans-

formation is omplex, involving seletive photo�dissoiation of hemial bonds,

seletive sputtering whih redues the relative H, N, and O ontent, restruturing

of hemial bonds to form inreasingly large aromati platelets (see e.g. Jones

2012a,b). However, the net apparent e�et is a hange in olour of the proessed

arbonaeous material, with a progressive darkening, i. e. from transparent to

�yellow stu�� and to �brown stu�� (Greenberg, 1984). Suh a proess is alled

photo-darkening.

� Eletron�grain interations ; generally this kind of interations are not important

destrutive proesses. These interations produe eletron stiking leading to

negative grain harging. Aording to Draine and Salpeter (1979b) positive grain

harging is also possible when energeti eletrons impats ause the emission of

seondary eletrons.

� Partile�grain interations ; these are important destrution mehanisms and we

an distinguish interations at high energy from interations at lower energy.
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When the partile energy is ≥ MeV it is lassi�ed as osmi ray and the inter-

ation regards essentially Coulomb interations between osmi rays and harged

dust grains. The e�et dereases with the inreasing relative speed between the

grain and the harged partile. The sattering frequeny ν0 of this interation an
be approximated as the produt of the Rutherford ross�setion, proportional to

v−4
cr (vcr is the speed of the osmi ray) with the density of satterers and the

speed of osmi ray; the sattering frequeny results ν0 ∝ v−3
cr . It is lear that

these interations have a relevant role if there is a large energy density in low

energy (≤ 100 MeV) osmi rays (Byleveld et al., 1993). These interations an

produe grain heating, harging and ionization e�ets; regarding this last e�et

osmi�rays whih pass through the dust grain may be more important than

Coulomb interations, due to the net e�et of all osmi rays that pass within

a Debye length

3

(of order hundreds of meters) of the dust grain. Unfortunately,

low energy osmi rays annot be observed into the solar system beause solar

osmi rays dominate the osmi ray spetrum at energies lower than 100 MeV,

so urrently we have sare information about the abundane and energy spe-

trum of galati osmi-rays. Instead at lower energies interations an produe

di�erent e�ets. For energies > 10 eV per nuleon these interations an produe

sputtering of atoms from the grain. This proess ours in shok waves generated

by supernovae explosions; it learly depends by the inident atom/ion energy and

di�erent sputtering yields are obtained with di�erent energies. The sputtering

yield, in addition to the kineti energy of the inident atom/ion, depends upon

the angle of inidene aording the rate given by Draine and Salpeter (1979b). If

the sputtering e�ieny is less than unity (it an happen for refratory materials)

atom/ion sputtering also produes an implantation into the grain inreasing the

grain mass. Hene, there is a destrution proess that is aompanied by a grain

growth proess.

� Grain�grain interations ; low energy grain�grain ollisions with veloities lower

than 0.02 km/s, produe grain stiking and oagulation of grains into aggregates,

resulting in a net inrease in the average grain size (Chokshi et al., 1993). At

veloities of the order of 1 km/s grain fragmentation or destrution an our: i)

for solid homogeneous partiles this proess onsists in the shattering of the solid

partile in a multitude of smaller fragments, ii) for aggregates of partiles the

proess results in the disaggregation of the grain into its omponent sub�grains

(Dominik and Tielens, 1997). Finally at high veloities (v ≥ 20 km/s) grain�grain

ollision produes the partial or total vaporization of the olliding grains.

Supernova shok waves have a fundamental role in dust proessing and dust destru-

tion, through sputtering, vaporization, shattering and disaggregation, if the shok wave

veloity at the point of interation is fast enough (> 50 km/s). Following the disussion

of MKee (1989), the timesale for supernova shok waves to destroy all dust in the

galati ISM is

td =
9.7× 107

∫

ǫ(vs7)v
−3
s7 dvs7

yr, (1.7)

where vs7 is the shok veloity in units of 10
7
m/s and ǫ(vs7) is the grain destrution

e�ieny for a shok wave with veloity vs7. Jones et al. (1996), onsidering grain

3

The Debye length is the measure of a harge arrier's eletrostati e�et and how far those ele-

trostati e�ets persist.
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shattering e�ets on grain�grain ollisions (this proess allows the redistribution of grain

mass through the fragmentation of large grains into small grains), found a lifetime of the

order 4× 108 years for siliate grains and 6× 108 years for arbon grains. This lifetime

may be shorter by about an order of magnitude in the ase of large grains (a ≥ 100
nm). Comparing this lifetime with the formation rate I obtain tf ≈ 3×109 yr, assuming

a dust to gas ratio is 0.01, typial supernova mass injetion of heavy elements into ISM

∼ 4M⊙, dust formation e�ieny of 50% in whih it is inorporated 25% of the available

O into siliates or oxides, and a supernova rate of 1/(30 yr) (Jones and Tielens, 1994).

Clearly dust destrution seems to be faster than dust formation by about an order of

magnitude. Thus, to explain the presene of dust in the ISM, I need to assume that

dust an be re�areted and re�ondensed in the ISM as suggested by Dwek (1998) and

Weingartner and Draine (1999). Considering the average residene time of an atom in

a grain, the total mass of ISM and the star formation rate for the MWG, one expets

that only 20% of Si atoms would be found in the original stardust partile. On the

other side, astronomers infer that the 90% of Si is missing from gas�phase. Therefore,

most of the Si atoms in interstellar grains should be inorporated into dust in the ISM:

most of interstellar dust is not of stellar origin but it is formed from physial proesses

in the ISM (Draine, 2003).

For galaxies like the MWG a possible interstellar formation proess is aretion.

Elaborating a partiular galaxy evolution model taking into aount the metalliity and

age dependene on the various dust soures, Asano et al. (2013) found that the aretion

time-sale depends by the gas metalliity. If metalliity exeeds a given ritial value

the dust mass growth beomes ative, with dust grains rapidly inreasing their masses

until metals are depleted from the ISM. This ritial metalliity hanges with the star

formation timesale: it is larger for a fast star formation rate (see �gure 1.1). Then the

dust mass growth in the ISM ould be the dominant soure of dust in galaxies like the

MWG.

Figure 1.1: Plot of the ritial metalliity (in unit of solar metalliity Z⊙ versus star formation

timesale aording Asano et al. (2013)
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An important form of dust mass aretion is the formation of arbonaeous mantles

onto siliate ores. Siliate materials are refratory and then more long lived than

arbonaeous materials. In hydrogen/arbon rih, low temperature environments solid

arbon an be deposited on the surfaes of siliate ores with the following rate of

inrease for the dust grain mass

dmd

dt
= ξπa2nC(2.5kTkmC)

1
2

(1.8)

in whih md is the mass of the grain, ξ is the stiking oe�ient, a is the grain size, nC

is the numerial density for areting arbon partiles, mC is the atomi arbon mass

and Tk is the kineti temperature of the gas. Then if the mantle has a density ρ the

rate of growth of grain is given by

da

dt
=

1

4πa2ρ

dmd

dt
= 0.4ξnCρ

−1(kTkmC)
1
2 . (1.9)

The equation 1.9 shows that the mantle growth is independent by the value of

the grain size; in a time interval ∆t mantles with the same width are formed over all

grains. Other fators an in�uene the mantle formation: i) mantle an desorb more

rapidly from smallest grains if a signi�ant UV radiation �eld is present; ii) oagulation

may operate together with the mantle growth. The ondition and the mehanism of

deposition suggest that arbon whih form the mantle is in the HAC polymeri form

(Jones et al., 1990). From onsiderations based on the Random Covalent Network model

and the Constraint Counting Method Jones et al. (1990) obtained the sp3/sp2 ratio for
arbonaeous materials omposed by arbon with this bonds and hydrogen in atomi

fration fH
nsp3

nsp2

=
6fH−1

8− 13fH
. (1.10)

where nsp2
and nsp3

are the densities of sp2 and sp3 bonding sites, respetively.

The hydrogen frational abundane is thus in the range 1/6 < fH < 8/13, whih
in perentage results between 17% and 62%. From equation 1.10 I an infer that

dereasing the hydrogen frational abundane inrease the quantity of arbon hybridized

sp2 and inreasing the hydrogen abundane inrease the quantity of arbon hybridized

sp3. It is known that in the hydrogen/arbon rih and low temperature environment

of the ISM solid arbon will be deposited on grains ore. At low temperatures, the

interations of H atoms with solid arbon produe H2 and the mehanism by means

the arbon is deposited is the hemial mehanism of arbon insertion, partiularly

e�ient at low temperature for both C atoms and C+
ions failitating the grow of

hydrogenated arbon hains. Therefore when HAC material is deposited on the grain

surfae it is hydrogen�rih and, from the equation (1.10), it is essentially sp3 bonded.

Due to thermal annealing or exposure to UV radiation hydrogen atoms may desorbe

from the mantle, leading to an inrease in the sp2 bond density. The net result is the

formation of a double layer of arbonaeous materials: an outer freshly deposited sp3

layer embedding an internal sp2 zone. Clearly, during the grain lifetime, the inverse

proess is also possible, in whih the graphitized material absorbs (hot) hydrogen atoms

in its matrix and sp3 bonds inrease (Mennella et al., 2001).

The model exploited in this thesis is inspired by this senario in whih the arbon

is deposited in the aliphati (sp3 bonded) form and it is proessed by annealing an

radiation UV in the aromati (sp2 bonded) form at the photodarkening rate.
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1.4 The problem of osmi abundanes

An important and open question in our understanding of the ISM is the amount of

metals inorporated into dust grains, a quantity that annot be derived diretly from

observations. The hemial omposition of the dust is found by omparing the abun-

danes of the various elements in the gas phase alone derived from highly sensitive,

high-resolution UV absorption measurements with an IS referene abundane set (e. g.,

Miller et al. 2007). Additional information omes from X-ray absorption and satter-

ing measurements (Valeni and Smith, 2013), analysis of omponents of interplanetary

dust partiles (Bradley et al., 1999), and, in dense louds, from IR observations of solid-

state absorption bands (Öberg et al., 2011). The derived dust metal abundanes are,

however, very unertain, beause suh inferene relies on the assumed omposition of

the total, gas + dust, abundanes in the ISM.

Hydrogen and helium onstitute about 98% of the matter in the Universe. The

elements that are mostly loked in dust grains are C, O, N, Mg, Si and Fe. The

determination of their referene abundanes has a long history. Beause the Sun is the

losest star, its hemial abundanes an be determined with high auray. Moreover,

the hemial omposition of the Sun was thought to be typial for our Galaxy, and,

indeed, solar omposition represents a good referene for several astrophysis studies

as Galati hemial evolution of older star populations and solar-type stars. About 30

years ago, Greenberg (1974) published a remarkable paper entitled in part where have

those atoms gone? : this was the �rst ritial look at the problem of hemial abundanes

in the ISM. Greenberg pointed out that, on the base of the Copernius satellite data, the

abundanes of elements suh as arbon, oxygen, and nitrogen, muh more was missing

from the gas that ould be inorporated into dust under any reasonable models. Twenty

years later Snow and Witt (1996) gave an answer to the Greenberg's question: the

unaountable atoms were never missing after all. In other words, solar abundanes are

not a proxie for the ISM. Basially, the ruial problem is to understand to what extent

the loal ISM is hemially homogeneous, and the types of stars to be used as proxies

for ISM abundanes: the Sun, young hot stars or young ool stars? All of these stars

have been exploited but the derived abundanes often disagree, and moreover, they are

rather errati (So�a, 2004). From the paper put forward by Snow and Witt (1995),

osmi abundanes posed severe onstraints on dust models: the was no longer any

need to �nd hidden reservoirs of interstellar C, N, and O. Moreover, the former surplus

of raw materials for the interstellar dust was turned into a shortage. Snow and Witt

(1995) determined a arbon abundane in the ISM of 225 ± 50 ppM, against a urrent

value (at that time) of 335 ppM for arbon abundane in solar environment (Grevesse

et al., 1994). This problem opened the so�alled arbon risis, in whih existing models

of osmi dust needed to be modi�ed taking into aount the rather limited elemental

budget available.

Now, the elemental abundanes represent an additional onstraint to introdue in

models reproduing interstellar extintion. The very tight limits imposed by the Snow

and Witt (1995) observations were fortunately soon dismissed. From newer observa-

tions, it was disovered that it was quite hard to de�ne a standard referene for inter-

stellar abundanes, with observations towards stars of di�erent types showing di�erent

amounts of metals inorporated into dust (Zubko et al., 2004). The onentrations of

the elements hange signi�antly along di�erent lines of sight, with a wide dispersion.

Suh a onstraint has beame dependent on the spei� line of sight.

The most ommon method to determine abundanes of the elements in the dust
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phase is the indiret proedure, that is, to measure the gas�phase abundane and sub-

trat this from the total (gas+dust) abundane. In the solar neighbourhood, hemial

abundanes an be inferred from absorption line studies of old and warm ISM or from

emission line spetrosopy along the Orion nebula. Over large distanes, even in other

galaxies, region HII an be onsidered good sites for the determination of hemial

abundanes; but the omposition of ionized gas presents important ompliations due

to the dependene of the derived abundanes on the indiators used in the analysis

(Simón-Díaz and Stasi«ska, 2011), to the ionization orretor fators and to large sys-

temati errors from temperature �utuations in the nebula (Mathis, 1995). A good

alternative to �nd a referene for the hemial omposition of ISM is represented by

unenvolved early B type stars. These stars have a mass about 8− 18M⊙ and they an

be observed in the solar neighbourhood and also at larger distanes in the MWG and in

other galaxies. Their life is very short, so they have not the neessary time to travel far

away from their birth site and spetrosopi studies of early B type stars are simple be-

ause their photosphere is not a�eted by stellar winds. But despite this simple physis,

spetral analyses of main sequene B type stars produed unlear results, summarized

in a tendeny towards a metal poor omposition in omparison with older stars like

the Sun and a large range in elemental abundanes. Aording to some studies B stars

annot be onsidered an aurate indiator of ISM abundanes, beause element strati-

�ation due to di�usion is ommon in these stars (Hempel and Holweger, 2003). Thus,

the abundanes measured at their surfaes do not neessarily re�et the abundanes of

the louds from whih they are formed. The latest works on B star abundanes seem

to ease di�erenes between them and solar values (Nieva and Simón-Díaz 2011, Nieva

and Przybilla 2012). Reently, studying nearby B stars, Nieva and Przybilla (2012)

found an high degree of hemial homogeneity of the stars in the sample, so they ould

de�ne a Cosmi Abundane Standard (CAS) for the atual hemial omposition of the

osmi matter in the solar neighbourhood. In the Table 1.1 it is highlighted the redued

CAS metalliity, Z = 0.014 obtained with respet to the anonial solar one, Z⊙ = 0.02
(Anders and Grevesse, 1989).

Hydrogen Helium Metals

Mass fration 0.710 0.276 0.014

Table 1.1: Mass frations for hydrogen, helium and metals aording to Nieva and Przybilla (2012).

In the table (1.2) abundanes, derived observing along di�erent type of stars, are

displayed- The gas�phase omponent of the loal ISM is well known beause determined

by many UV�optial absorption studies. Suh omponent appears independent by the

line of sight towards the assumed referene star and it suggests that there is a standard

loal ISM abundane. Partiularly young stars should provide a good referene sine

little hemial evolution as ourred sine their formation. For this reason B stars and

young later type stars (as F and G stars) are popular proxies for the ISM omposition.

In the table (1.2) to infer the abundanes available for elements loked in grains it is

su�ient to make the di�erene between the typial hemial omposition of the star and

the ISM gas�phase abundanes. Nieva and Przybilla (2012) obtained their abundanes

analysing 29 B stars with sophistiated models, inferring a siliate rih and relatively

poor arbon nature of the loal ISM dust. Other studies seem to onsider that B stars

ould be good indiators of abundanes in the loal ISM (e.g., Valeni and Smith,

2013). Before the inreasing in the auray in the study of B star abundanes, only
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Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen Magnesium Silion Iron

Gas− phasea 91 ± 6 62 ± 4 389 ± 9 1.5 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.3 0.2 ± 0.0

B stars

Totalb 214 ± 20 62 ± 6 575 ± 66 36.3 ± 4.2 31.6 ± 3.6 33.1 ± 2.3

Dust 123 ± 23 0 ± 7 186 ± 67 34.8 ± 4.2 29.4 ± 3.6 32.9 ± 2.3

F & G stars

Totalc 358 ± 82 � 445 ± 156 42.7 ± 17.2 39.9 ± 13.1 27.9 ± 7.7

Dust 267 � 56 41.2 37.7 27.7

Sun

Totald 269 ± 31 68 ± 8 490 ± 56 39.8 ± 3.7 32.4 ± 2.2 31.6 ± 2.9

Dust 178 6 101 38.3 30.2 31.4

Table 1.2: Observed, gas-phase, and inferred, dust-phase, abundanes in the di�use ISM per millions

of hydrogen nulei.

(a)
So�a et al. (2011) for C, Meyer et al. (1997) for N, Cartledge et al. (2004) for O, Cartledge et al.

(2006) for Mg, Si, Fe.

(b)
Nieva and Przybilla (2012).

(c)
So�a and Meyer (2001) obtained as averages from the surveys by Edvardsson et al. (1993) and

Tomkin et al. (1995).

(d)
Asplund et al. (2009).

F and G stars were onsidered good andidate as an proxies for the ISM abundanes

(So�a and Meyer, 2001). Abundanes for these stars provide reasonable values for all

elements, but the nitrogen (see tab. 1.2).

A partiular problem is represented by the oxygen depletion into the ISM. A reent

study of Jenkins (2009) presented an extensive re�analysis of arhival data for 17 ele-

ments. In this work is underlined that oxygen is being depleted from di�use interstellar

gas at a rate that exeeds by far that at whih it an be inorporated into siliates

and metalli oxides partiles. Studying a wide range of environments, from tenuous

interloud gas and di�use louds to dense louds where ie mantles and gaseous CO are

important reservoirs of O, Whittet (2010) tried to understand what ould be the poten-

tial arrier. He onludes that the most plausible reservoir an be a form of O�bearing

arbonaeous matter similar to the organi matter found in ometary partiles returned

by the Stardust mission (van Dishoek, 2008). Further studies are neessary to assess

if this lass of materials is present in quantities su�ient to aount for a signi�ant

fration of the unaounted depleted oxygen.

1.5 Dust in our galaxy

In spiral galaxies like the MWG, dust resides mainly in the galati dis, suggesting

its assoiation with the relatively stellar dis population. Within the dis, most of the

material is on�ned to the spiral arms. In our galaxy dust represents only 1% of the

ISM mass (Williams, 2000).

The distribution of interstellar matter in the dis of our galaxy is extremely uneven

with inhomogeneities on all size sales from 10−4
to 103 p. The general tendeny of

the extintion to inrease with the distane, due to the inrease of traversed olumn

density, is not linear with the distane. Usually lumps with a density of dust above

the galati average and with size over 1 p are alled louds and a lassi�ation an

be made following their dust density:
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� di�use louds � are the most transparent louds, they are omposed mainly by

atomi gas, although a strikingly moleular inventory has been deteted (Liszt

et al., 2008); the density is in the range nH ∼ 100− 500 cm−3
, while gas temper-

atures are 30 − 100 K (Snow and MCall, 2006). Usually these louds have an

extintion AV ≤ 2 mag;

� transluent louds � these objets are denser than di�use louds; they have an

extintion of 2 ≤ AV ≤ 5 and they an be in the phase of gravitational ontration
whih is the prelude to star formation;

� dense louds � they are the densest gas ondensations (103 − 106 cm−3
); kineti

temperatures ranges between 10 and 50 K; they are mainly omposed by moleular

gas and, due to their high extintions obsure bakground stars.

Our Solar System resides in a relatively transparent interloud region near the edge

of the Orion Arm of the MWG with little reddening, EB−V ≤ 0.03, for stars within
a distane of 100 p. On average, in a distane of 1 kp a reddening of EB−V ≈ 0.6
ours. Then, exploiting the equations (1.4) and (1.6) I obtain the average ratio of the

visual extintion to path length

〈AV

L
〉 ≈ 1.8 mag kpc−1. (1.11)

This estimate is valid only for distanes up to a few kiloparses from the Sun, and

for lines of sight whih are lose to the plane of the MWG. At greater distanes it is very

hard to determine this ratio beause even the most luminous stars beome too faint;

e.g., the magnitude of a supergiant, 6.5 kp far away, is about 20 mag for an average

reddening. The extintion toward the IR luster at the galati enter is estimated to

be AV ≈ 30 mag for a path of ∼ 8 kp (Rohe, 1988). For similar large distanes IR

photometry ould be useful and informations about visual extintion ould be inferred

from assumptions regarding the wavelength dependene of the interstellar extintion. In

general observations that extend beyond 3 kp are based on long wavelength astronomy.

For some lines of sight extintion is oddly low, making possible to extend studies at

visible wavelengths up to distanes of ∼ 10 kp.

Correlation of dust with gas was alulated using UV absorption�line spetrosopy

of reddened stars within 1 kp of the Sun. (Snow and MCall, 2006) found the following

relation

NH

EB−V
= 5.9× 1021 cm−2mag−1

(1.12)

to be representative of dust in di�use regions (Gudennavar et al. 2012, olleting ab-

sorption line data toward 3008 stars, update this value to 6.12× 1021 cm−2mag−1
). In

this relation NH is onsidered as the sum of moleular and atomi hydrogen

NH = N(HI) + 2N(H2) (1.13)

with the fator two allows for the fat that H2 ontains two protons. Exploiting the

equations (1.4) and (1.6) I an onvert reddening EB−V in extintion in the visual

wavelength AV

NH

AV
= 1.93× 1021 cm−2mag−1. (1.14)
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This equation is representative of dust in di�use louds. Combining the equation

(1.14) with the equation (1.11), I an eliminate AV and write the average hydrogen

number density

〈nH〉 = 〈
NH

L
〉 ≈ 1.04 cm−3

(1.15)

This is the average density of ISM in the dis of our galaxy, but substantial deviations

(also of orders of magnitude) an be found for individual regions ause the matter tends

to be distributed into lumps with nH >> 〈nH〉 and interlump gas with nH << 〈nH〉.
Using the equation (1.15) to determine the mass density and an height sale of 100 p

for the ISM I an also �nd the surfae mass density: 〈σH〉 = 5.3 M⊙pc
−2
.

Away from the galati dis the extintion is generally low, but its entity is important

to study intrinsi properties of external galaxies. Beause the low density of dust in

the halo of our galaxy, the reddening of stars whih are observed in high latitude (

|b| > 20◦) is independent from the distane. Considering the dis as a �at, uniform slab

with the solar system in the entral plane I an infer a dependene of extintion from

the latitude b

AV (b) = AP cosec|b|. (1.16)

This dependene follows a oseant law and AP is the visual extintion at the galati

poles

4

. Clearly this formulation must be onsidered just as an approximation beause

the dust distribution is very inhomogeneous, and it an not be represented on small

sales by a smoothly varying funtion; indeed some louds situated at high latitudes

are dense enough to ontain a moleular phase and to produe signi�ant extintion:

AV ∼ 1 (Penprase, 1992). Many of these dense louds are extensions of loal dark

loud omplexes, but other louds appear to be isolated. Then for lines of sight whih

pass through these louds the equation (1.16) will predit a lower extintion than the

e�etively observable one.

In the MWG ISECs show a great variety of features and shapes for di�erent lines

of sight. In �gure (1.2) are plotted three galati ISECs observed along three di�erent

lines of sight. Broadly harateristis of a typial ISEC an be summarized in this way:

i) a linear trend in the visible portion of eletromagneti spetrum; ii) the bump at

4.6 µm−1
(to explain the presene of this prominent feature many hypothesis about its

nature were been elaborated over the years); iii) a non linear rise in the Far UltraViolet

(FUV) range of the eletromagneti spetrum.

Cardelli et al. (1989) elaborated an analyti formula whih allows to derive an ex-

tintion law depending only from one parameter: RV . This work started by the on-

sideration that dust grains must su�ered the same hemial proesses for the whole

dimensional distribution, that is hemial and physial proesses must not be seletive

and they ated without distintion on the whole dust grains population.

Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) presented an extensive set of 328 Galati extintion

urves that show a remarkable variety of shapes and features. These urves have been

desribed in the UV (λ−1 ≥ 3.7µm−1
) by means of a 7�parameter desription. The

ommon features in the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) sample are a Drude pro�le, a

non�linear rise in the FUV, and a linear baseline

E(λ − V )

E(B − V )
=

{

c1 + c2x+ c3D(x, x0, x1), x ≤ c5,
c1 + c2x+ c3D(x, x0, x1) + c4(x − c5)

2, x > c5,
(1.17)

4

The orret value of AP is quite unertain: de Vauouleurs and Buta (1983) dedue AP ≈ 0.2 from
galaxy ounts and reddening.
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Figure 1.2: ISECs observed along three galati di�erent lines of sigth: ALS908, CD-424120 and

COLLINDER46318.

where x ≡ λ−1
in µm−1

and

D(x, x0, x1) =
x2

(x2 − x2
0)

2 + x2x2
1

. (1.18)

These authors produed an estimate of the typial or average wavelength depen-

dene of interstellar extintion. While the derivation is straightforward, the extent to

whih the properties of the average ISEC re�et the average properties of the Galati

extintion is problemati to de�ne. As a onsequene, it is di�ult to derive a stan-

dard for Galati dust. In turn this means that, in the same way, it is very hard to

quantify how peuliar the nature of dust is along a line of sight whose extintion di�ers

signi�antly from the average ISEC. Indeed, the shapes of the ISECs may simply re-

�et manifestations of dust grains in whih partiular physial/hemial properties are

emphasised, leaving relatively unmodi�ed the underlying global piture.

1.6 Dust in external galaxies

An important disovery in extragalati astronomy was the identi�ation of luminous

IR galaxies: galaxies whih emit more energy in the mid and far IR than all other

wavelengths. The soure of suh emission is heated dust. The presene of dust in

galaxies removes half or more of the stellar energy from the UV�optial range oming

from the observed Universe and in�uenes our understanding of galati evolution.

Using the IR Astronomial Satellite (IRAS) data, Soifer et al. (1987) showed that most
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galaxies in the nearby Universe ontain dust. More than one third of the bolometri

luminosity of loal galaxies is transferred by dust in IR. The fration of stellar radiation

reproessed into the IRAS 8-120 µm window is around 25%�30%; inluding bolometri

orretions from the IRAS window to the full IR range, the IR energy fration beomes

35%�40% of the total bolometri energy within ∼ 100 Mp. This average value ould

be subjet to large variations between galaxies, depending on luminosity, morphologial

type and ativity level (Calzetti, 2001).

Dust limits astronomers ability to know the loal and distant Universe posing serious

problems problems in the interpretation of the spetral energy distribution. Any a-

urate determinations of fundamental parameters, suh as age, stellar population mix,

star formation rates, and stellar Initial Mass Funtion are prevented. Moreover young

stellar populations are more deeply embedded in dusty louds than older stars, implying

that a poor knowledge of the star formation history in galaxies. Finally, measuring the

fration of metals loked into dust at di�erent epohs is is possible to trae hemial

evolution of galaxies. The dust ontent of galaxies is proportional to both metalliity

and gas ontent; as stellar population evolves in time and more gas is loked into stars,

the metalliity of a galaxy inreases while its gas ontents dereases. Galaxies in the

loal Universe are only moderately opaque, and extreme values of the opaity are only

found in the statistially non�dominant more ative systems.

From multi�wavelength optial and near�IR imaging of edge�on or nearly edge�on

systems indiate that the sale height of the dust is about half that of the stars, whih

means that the dust is more onentrated near the plane of the disk, and it appears more

radially extended than the stellar distribution; the dust mass is found to be about an

order of magnitude more than previously measured using the IRAS �uxes, indiating

the existene of a old dust omponent. The gas to dust mass ratio is lose to the

value derived for our Galaxy (Xilouris et al., 1999). IRAS 100 µm (Nelson et al., 1998)

and ISO long wavelength maps (Radovih et al., 2001) on�rm that old dust emission

extends beyond the limits of the optial disks along the radial diretion, with sales

that are ∼ 40% larger than those of B�band emitting stars, but still well within the HI

disks.

Irregular galaxies have a lower metalliity than spiral galaxies: in irregular galaxies

the mass in interstellar metals per unit LB
5

is roughly 3 times smaller than in spiral

galaxies.

Among loal galaxies there is a speial group of galaxies: starburst galaxies. The

average UV and IR luminosities per unit omoving volume inrease with redshift by

roughly an order of magnitude up to z ∼ 1-2. Despite the heterogeneous set that UV-

seleted starbursts form, their dust reddening and obsuration properties are uniform.

In these systems, the geometry of dust that best desribes the reddening of the ionized

gas emission is that of a foreground�like distribution. In starbursts region, internal

dust doesn't appear to be present in large amounts, and the little present is likely to be

in ompat lumps (Calzetti et al., 1995) and the prinipal soure of opaity appears

to be given by dust that is external, or mostly external, to the starburst region, but

still internal to the host galaxy, similar to a lumpy dust shell surrounding a entral

starburst.

We have some informations about the nature of dust in the nearest galaxies belonging

to the loal luster. The loal luster inludes ∼ 70 galaxies. The two most massive

members of the luster, the MWG and the Andromeda Galaxy (M31) have a system of

satellite galaxies. Among the others are found the Small and Large Magellani Clouds

5LB is the luminosity in the blue �lter.
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(MCs), satellites of our own galaxy. The MCs and the M31 are the only external

galaxies where so far it has been possible to study the extintion along lines of sight to

individual stars.

� Large Magellani Cloud (LMC): this galaxy is loated at a distane of 50 kp and

it has an almost fae�on viewing angle. It has metalliity at level 0.5 of the Milky

Way ISM (Welty et al., 2001), and a dust to gas ratio is redued by a fator 4

(Fitzpatrik, 1986). The total average star formation rate is relatively low as 0.26

M⊙yr
−1

(Kenniutt et al., 1995), while the one of the MWG is 0.68−1.45 M⊙yr
−1

(Robitaille and Whitney, 2010). These physial onditions are very similar to

those of the early evolution of high redshift and metal poor galaxies. Stars more

than ∼ 500 p away from the 30 Doradus region, a starburst region of LMC, show

RV ≈ 3.2 with an extintion law resembling the MWG di�use loud extintion

law (Misselt et al., 1999). In the 30 Doradus region the extintion law shows very

di�erent properties ompared to the galati average one. Indeed, as the �gure

(1.3) shows, the feature at 4.6 µm−1
is weakened and in the FUV a stronger rise

than that ommon in the MWG is observable (Cartledge et al., 2005).

� Small Magellani Cloud (SMC): this galaxy is loated at 61 kp away from the

MWG and it is seen almost fae�on from our galaxy. It has a dust to gas ratio

redued by a fator 10 with respet to the MWG (Bouhet et al., 1985). Its

metalliity is 0.2× the MWG metalliity (Bernard et al., 2008). Observed ISECs

for this galaxy are very di�erent from the average urve for the MWG (see �gure

1.3), indeed Gordon et al. (1997) disovered that UV extintion in SMC is very

similar to that observed in starburst galaxies whih have been deteted from low

to high (z > 2.5) redshifts. The bump strength is further diminished than ISECs

for LMC or absent, as in AzV 18, and the rise in the FUV is further steep.

� Andromeda Galaxy: this is a spiral galaxy loated at a distane of 750 kp from

the MWG and it has a metalliity very similar to that of our galaxy (Blair and

Kirshner, 1985). For this galaxy we have poor informations but observed ISECs

are more similar to the Galati average one than typial interstellar urves of

SMC and LMC; an important di�erene is that the bump strength is weaker in

M31 than in MWG (Bianhi et al., 1996).

Aurate measurements of extintion urves are almost exlusively limited to the

Galaxy, the LMC, and the SMC, beause at greater distanes it beomes impossible to

obtain the photometry or spetrosopy of individual stars needed for extintion deter-

minations. In the last deade observers have disovered huge quantities of interstellar

dust near the most distant quasars in the very young universe, only 700 million years

after primordial nuleosynthesis. Suh studies (e.g., Jiang et al. 2006) indiate that high

redshift quasar systems have been already enrihed with dust up to a level omparable

to nearby dusty galaxies. There is a vigorous debate and two distint senarios for the

origin of dust at high redshifts, in whih supernovae and lower-mass asymptoti giant

branh stars are involved (see Setion 1.3). What ever the ase may be, dust exists at

the highest redshifts probed so far (z ∼ 6).
About two deades ago, quasars with damped Lyα systems in the foreground have

been studied by Pei et al. (1991) and were found to be on average redder than those with-

out. These authors found that the extintion urves in their sample of �ve quasars are

not onsistent with the Galati extintion law, marginally ompatible with the LMC
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Figure 1.3: Average ISEC for the MWG (Fitzpatrik and Massa, 2007) ompared to an ISEC observed

in LMC near the 30 Doradus region (Sk-68 155) (Cartledge et al., 2005) and an interstellar extintion

urve observed in SMC (AzV 18) (Cartledge et al., 2005).

extintion, and fully ompatible with SMC extintion. Suh �ndings were questioned

by Murphy and Liske (2004) that found no trae of extintion. York et al. (2006) found

no evidene of the 217.5 nm bump, and extintion urves similar to SMC extintion

in a sample of quasars of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Extintion urves that di�er

from the SMC, LMC, and MWG have been obtained in the ase of Ative Galati

Nulei (AGNs), although mildly reddened quasars appear to follow an SMC-like dust-

reddening law (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2004). In the ase of star-forming galaxies extintion

urves are di�ult to infer due to the rowding of dust with emitting soures. Starburst

galaxies an be haraterised by the laking of the 217.5 nm absorption feature, like the

SMC, and a steep far-UV rise, intermediate between those in the SMC and the MWG

extintion urves. However, for UV luminous galaxies, the extintion urves range be-

tween those typial of the SMC and LMC, with some of them exhibiting weak bumps as

in LMC (Noll and Pierini, 2005). In general, a signi�ant 217.5 nm bump is observed in

the spetra of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2, indiating an LMC-like extintion urve

(Noll et al., 2007). Chen et al. (2006) analysed the extintion urve for 10 Gamma Ray

Burst (GRB) host galaxies, �nding relatively �at and gray pro�les, together with others

displaying a lose resemblane with MWG, but with no bump. Suh inventory ould

be muh longer, testifying a great variety of galati environmental onditions.
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1.7 Dust models

After �rst observations whih highlighted the presene of interstellar dust in our galaxy,

astronomers begin to develop interstellar dust models taking the ue from the observed

interstellar extintion and the elemental depletions in the ISM. Current dust models

trae their anestry to the model of Mathis et al. (1977) (MRN from initials of authors'

surname). Those authors assumed the existene of two distint types of interstellar

dust, graphite grains and siliate grains. All grains were assumed to be spherial and

to have a ontinuous distribution of radii, a, from 5 nm to 250 nm, with the number

of grains with radii in the range a→ a+ da being proportional to a−3.5
; i.e., there are

very many more small grains than large. The alulations were performed using Mie

theory (1908) and this model was suessful in reproduing very well the average ISEC

in the optial and UV. Many of the distintive features of the Mathis et al. model are

retained in more sophistiated models. There are too many models disussed in the

reent literature for us to be omprehensive, so I shall fous on two examples of models

that have some similarities and some di�erenes.

1.7.1 Draine's model

Draine and his many ollaborators have made the most omprehensive, onsistent, and

impressive developments of the MRN piture, and have applied their model to the

widest range of observational tests with onsiderable suess. Draine and Lee (1984)

introdued optial funtions for "astronomial siliate", derived for the olivine family

of siliates from laboratory data in di�erent wavelength regimes, pieed together in

a manner onsistent with the Kramers-Kronig relations but omitting any feature not

observed in interstellar dust spetra. This approah has been widely adopted by others.

The work of Draine and Lee (1984) was revised and also extended into the X-ray regime

for both graphite and astronomial siliate by Draine (2003). Where the model is for

spherial grains of uniform material the alulations were arried out by Mie theory.

A signi�ant hange to the MRN piture has been the assumption by many modellers

that PAH moleules form an important additional omponent in the ISM, equivalent in

some respets to very small grains. The potential importane of the PAH ontribution

to dust-related phenomena has been explored by Li and Draine (2001b), Weingartner

and Draine (2001), Zubko et al. (2004), and more reently by Draine and Li (2007).

The evidene supporting the inlusion of a PAH omponent is the widespread obser-

vation (espeially by the Spitzer IR spae mission) of the Unidenti�ed Infrared Bands

(so-alled UIBs) between 3.3 and 12 µm. Many di�erent models now inorporate a PAH

omponent (using laboratory and theoretial opaities) whose abundane is adjusted to

reprodue the observed strength of the UIBs. If they are present at this level, then

PAHs will also ontribute signi�antly to the "bump" and to the far UV extintion.

Weingartner and Draine (2001) �nd that a trimodal arbonaeous grain size distribu-

tion is needed to math extintion urve, the UIBs, and IR emission - thus departing

signi�antly from the simple power law distribution of the MRN model.

The model by Draine and ollaborators has been applied to extintion in the MWG

and other galaxies (Draine and Li, 2007), to IR emission inluding the dust-orrelated

mirowave emission observed by COBE (Draine and Lazarian, 1998), and to polarization

in the far-IR and submillimetre Draine and Fraisse (2009), and X-ray sattering (Draine

and Tan, 2003). Calulations for non-spherial grains were made using the transition

matrix method (Waterman, 1971) by Mishhenko and ollaborators (Mishhenko and
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Travis 1994, Mishhenko et al. 1997). The model does, however, appear to require

exessive amounts of Mg, Si, and Fe, and also strains the abundane of arbon, leaving

little available for the gas-phase arbon-bearing speies C

+
, C, and CO.

1.7.2 The Messina/Cagliari model

A model with signi�ant di�erenes from that of Draine and ollaborators has been

developed by researhers at Messina and Cagliari. The omponents of this model inlude

"astronomial siliates", solid arbon, and PAHs, as in the Draine model; however, the

arbon is assumed to be hydrogenated amorphous arbon ontaining both sp

2
(H-poor

graphiti) and sp

3
(H-rih polymeri). A avity is allowed to be present in the siliate

ores, to mimi possible porosity and to relieve abundane onstraints on silion. Fifty

types of PAHs are also inluded, and these are in neutral, ation, diation and anion

forms, with opaities omputed ab initio by Malloi et al. (2007). The most signi�ant

di�erene is that the arbon (other than the PAHs) is assumed to be deposited on

the siliate ores, rather than as separate arbon grains. This desription is suggested

by the work of Jones et al. (1990) who argued that there is a yle of arbon in the

ISM; arbon is deposited on grains as H-rih sp

3
(polymeri) arbon, annealed to sp

2

(graphiti) arbon by the interstellar radiation �eld, and ultimately removed in shoks.

A further di�erene from other models is that small and large grains are distint sets

rather than ontinuous; however, the a−3.5
distribution applies to both small and large

grains. This model an �t a wide variety of extreme MWG extintion urves, and

also some unusual extintion urves from external galaxies. The di�erenes between

di�erent lines of sight require hanges to arbon layer, rather than to the underlying

(refratory) siliates; thus they may be regarded as evolutionary hanges. The model

is thus very �exible without making drasti hanges to fundamental parameters in the

model.
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Chapter 2

The model and its �rst appliation

2.1 The model in its simpli�ed version

The model adopted in this thesis is the Cagliari/Messina ore-mantle model (Iatì et al.,

2008, Cehi-Pestellini et al., 2008) presented in Setion (1.7.2). Hereafter, suh model

will be termed [CM]2. It is a bimodal model omposed by a lassial omponent, repre-

sented by a distribution of hollow siliati ore overed by double layered arbonaeous

mantle, and by a moleular omponent, represented by a population of PAHs. The

model has two versions di�ering only in the desription of the moleular omponent: i)
a superposition of two Lorentzians onstruted to math the average spetral properties

of PAHs (simpli�ed version), ii) a linear ombination of the PAH ab initio ross�setions

(detailed version). In this hapter the simpli�ed model is exploited, while the detailed

version will be in introdued in Chapter 3.

The solid omponent is onstruted assembling four onentri omponents (see

�gure 2.1): (i) a avity, whose volume is in �xed proportion fv for all ore sizes, (ii)
a siliate shell of radius a, (iii) a layer of HAC in graphiti form dominated by sp2

bonding of thikness fsp2w, w being the mantle linear size, and (iv) the sp3 layer of

thikness fsp3w = (1 − fsp2)w. The avity and the siliate shell onstitute the grain

ore, while the ontiguous sp2 and sp3 layers the mantle.

The evolution of this model follows the presription of Jones et al. (1990) (see Setion

1.7.2): arbon atoms and ions are assumed to be deposited on dust grains, partially

hydrogenated and retained on the surfae. The newly deposited hydrogen�rih arbon

is dominated by sp3 bonding. Under the in�uene of the interstellar radiation �eld,

this aliphati arbon loses hydrogen and beomes more graphiti and aromati, and

is dominated by sp2 bonding. Dust grains follow a MRN�like power law distribution:

(a+w)−q
; the mantle width w is onstant in the distribution and it is independent by

the radius a of the grain (see Setion 1.3).

As underlined above, in addition to the lassi omponent we onsider a population

of PAHs. These moleules are arriers of the bump at 4.6 µm−1
and to the FUV rise

of ISEC. In the simpli�ed version of the model we desribe PAHs ontribution to the

extintion in a similar way to Li and Draine (2001b): a double Lorentzian pro�le with

the �rst lorentzian (entered at lower energy) whih reprodues the π∗ ← π transition

for PAHs and the seond lorentzian reprodues the σ∗ ← σ resonane whose low energy

tail ontributes to the FUV rise.

23
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Figure 2.1: Grain representation aording to our model: the hollow siliati ore is overed with

a double layered arbonaeous mantle. The radius of the ore and the thikness of the mantle are a
and w, respetively. The radius of the avity sales with the radius of the siliate shell aording to

the produt a× f
1/3
v , i.e. the avity volume is in �xed proportions fv with respet to the ore volume

for all ore sizes. The widths of the sp2 and sp3 layers are fsp2w, and fsp3w, with the ondition

fsp2 + fsp3 = 1.

2.1.1 Classi omponent

To alulate optial properties of strati�ed grains omposed by homogeneous layers

with di�erent refrative indies we use the extension of Mie theory 1908 to radially

non�homogeneous spheres put forward by Wyatt (1962) as modi�ed by Borghese et al.

(1987) exploiting the T�matrix approah (Waterman, 1971). In the region external to

the sphere the �eld is the superposition of inident and sattered �elds. Both �elds are

expanded in a series of spherial vetor multipole �elds (Rose, 1957). The expansion of

the inident �eld has to be regular at the origin, while the expansion of the sattered �eld

has to satisfy the appropriate radiation onditions at the in�nity (Jakson, 1975). We

introdue a thin transition zone of width ∆r at the interfae between two ontiguous

layers, of refrative indexes ni and ni+1, in order to preserve the ontinuity of the

refrative index and its radial derivative n2(δr) = n2
i +
(

3s2 − 2s3
)

×
(

n2
i+1 − n2

i

)

, with

s = δr/∆r. Moreover, suh a desription aounts for the fat that the upper layer is

atually formed by suessive deposition of arbon atoms. Deposited atoms are initially

adsorbed at the surfae of the internal layer giving origin to a smooth transition from

the properties of the internal layer to those of the external layer in formation. Optial

onstants used in the model are: Draine (1985) for siliati ore, Rouleau and Martin

(1991), Be1 sample, for the sp2 amorphous arbon, and Ashok et al. (1991) for the sp3

polymeri arbon.

The grain size distribution follows the MRN model, but, in addition, the [CM]2

model provides the possibility to divide the dimensional spetrum in two populations:

i) a population of small grains and ii) another population of large grains. Both these two
populations follow the same power law, and there is no qualitative di�erene between

the two populations, whose omponents have the same struture desribed by the same

parameters. Eah population is haraterised by lower and upper size limits in the

distribution
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Summing up, the parameters of the dust grain omponent of the extintion model

are the following:

a− lower limit of the �small� grain omponent

a+ upper limit of the �small� grain omponent

b− lower limit of the �big� grain omponent

b+ upper limit of the �big� grain omponent

q exponent of the MRN power law size distribution

fv vauum fration of siliate ore

w total arbonaeous mantle thikness

fsp2
fration of sp2 material of the arbonaeous mantle width

Nd normalisation fator of the size distribution, proportional to the total amount of

dust grains.

In reality, Nd is not a true free parameter: beause of the normalization to the visual

extintion Nd is proportional to the inverse of the average (over the size distribution)

extintion ross-setion omputed at λ = λV (equation 2.15). The above parameters

are subjet to a number of physial onstraints, namely: 5 nm ≤ a− ≤ a+ ≤ b− ≤ b+ ≤
1000 nm, 0 ≤ fv ≤ 1, 0 ≤ fsp2 ≤ 1, 0 nm ≤ w ≤ 3 nm, and Nd ≥ 0 nm(q−3)

. We impose

an upper limit w ≤ 3 nm on the mantle thikness in order to avoid an unreasonable

amount of arbon atoms loked in dust mantles

1

.

The present dust model, inluding only spherially symmetri partiles, does not

aount for polarization e�ets, whih require some kind of anisotropy. However, our

purpose is to onsider aurately the e�et of layers with di�erent optial properties

on a grain, and to onsider suh e�et in the desription of observed ISECs. We might

also apply some kind of orretion, e. g., to arbitrarily assume that dust grains are

approximately oblate spheroids (Mathis, 1996). Still, the shape of dust grains is un-

known, exept to the extent that it departs from a sphere. Thus, adding any orretion

for non�spherial partiles would imply some additional arbitrary hoie, while adding

little in the way of our sope, i. e. modelling extintion urves and relating their varia-

tions to physial quantities in a uniform way. We therefore hoose to stik to spherial

symmetry for lassial dust grains.

Figure (2.2) shows extintion e�ienies alulated for single partiles with di�erent

size: a = 5, 100, 500 and 1000 nm varying mantle width, void fration and sp2 fration.
The extintion e�ieny depends on the optial ross�setion σ and the geometrial

ross�setion with the following law:

Qext(λ
−1, a) =

σ(λ−1, a)

π(a+ w)2
(2.1)

1

As we see in the next Chapters, suh arti�ial limit is useless and will be relaxed in subsequent

alulations. We �nd that the maximum mantle thikness is approximately 6 nm, see equation (4.5)
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Figure 2.2: Extintion e�ieny vs wavenumber for di�erent partile sizes, mantle width w = 1
nm (left panel) and w = 3 nm (right panel) varying void fration fv and linear fration sp2 material

fsp2 on the mantle width. Letters indiate di�erent partile size: two �gures with a) show extintion

e�ieny for partiles with radius a = 5 nm, b) for radius a = 100 nm, ) for radius a = 500 nm and

d) for radius a = 1000 nm
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Figure 2.3: Extintion e�ienies for bare siliate grains. The void fration is 2/3.

Partile without mantle (siliate only) are onsidered in �gure (2.3) whih highlights

as the extintion is higher at wavelength similar to the size of extinguishing partile:

for a = 5 nm extintion e�ieny rises for higher wavenumber and the maximum is

outside the plot, instead the maximum of extintion e�ieny is visible in �gure (2.3)

for partiles with size a = 100, 500 and 1000 nm, at smaller wavenumber for larger

grain size.

In �gure (2.4) for di�erent partile sizes is showed, the albedo is de�ned as the ratio

between sattering e�ieny and extintion e�ieny:

ω =
Qsca

Qext
. (2.2)

Usually ω varies between 0 and 1; in �gure (2.4) albedo is minor 1, so dust satters

and also absorbs stellar radiation.
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Figure 2.4: Albedo vs wavenumber for di�erent partile sizes. The mantle width w = 1 nm (left

panel) w = 2 nm (right panel), void fration fv = 2/3, and sp2 fration fsp2 = 1/2.
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To understand as extintion varies with the size distribution we onsider an MRN

pro�le (a−3.5
) and we alulate the average ross�setion normalized to its value in the

visible:

〈σ(λ−1)〉
〈σV 〉

=

∫

∆a σ(λ
−1, a)a−3.5da

∫

∆a
σV (a)a−3.5da

(2.3)

where δa is the integration range. Figure (2.5) shows average normalized ross�setions

for ontinue dimensional distributions with limits 5−1000 nm, 5−500 nm and 500−1000
nm, �xed void fration and sp2 fration, varying the mantle width. Figure (2.5) high-

lights that the distribution with the higher low limit, a = 500 nm, shows ross�setions

with a very di�erent trend ompared to other distributions plotted on �gure (2.5).

This fat is due by the presene of only large grains whih extinguish preferentially in

the range of small wavenumber. We an also see that, for this kind of distribution,

ross�setion does not depend by the mantle width as we expet beause w≪ a for all

sizes.
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Figure 2.5: Average ross�setions for di�erent distributions of lassial partiles normalized to their

value in the visible. These ross�setions are alulated for dimensional distributions: 5 − 1000 nm,

5 − 500 nm and 500 − 1000 nm; for di�erent values of mantle width w and with void fration fv and

sp2 mantle fration fsp2 �xed respetively to 1/3 and 1/2.

2.1.2 PAHs

The presene of a moleule�sized omponent of arbonaeous dust was inferred as far

bak as the �rst observations of the 3.3 µm emission band beame available. Sellgren

(1984) showed that this emission would require unrealistially large temperatures, if

arising from dust in thermal equilibrium

2

. Soon afterwards, Leger and Puget (1984) and

2

see, however, Duley and Williams (2011) for a di�erent interpretation.
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Allamandola et al. (1985) disovered that the whole group of orrelated emission bands

at 3.3, 6.2, 7.7, 8.6, and 11.3 µm (see Setion 1.3) mathed the main IR bands of the

family of PAHs. These moleules are known to e�iently onvert eletroni exitation,

due to the absorption of UV�visible photons, into vibrational exitation, and then IR

emission, and are very photo�stable. Their ontribution to extintion is energetially

onsistent with the observed emission in the above set of IR bands: AIBs. Nonetheless,

to date no spei� PAH has been identi�ed with ertainty. AIBs are highly non�spei�,

being essentially due to vibrations of funtional groups inside the moleules. Far�IR

features involving vibrations of the whole moleule an distinguish individual speies,

but none were deteted so far in Hershel data. Similarly, π⋆ ← π eletroni transitions

of neutral PAHs an be narrow and spei� enough to permit an identi�ation, but

none were deteted despite targeted observations (see e. g., Clayton et al., 2003). They

ould be also the arriers for the observed Di�use Interstellar Bands (DIBS)

3

. The

onstraints that PAHs as a family must be abundant enough to produe the observed

AIBs intensities (ontaining at least ∼10% of the available interstellar arbon atoms),

and that no single one be abundant enough for its weak individual spetral signature

to stand out, were interpreted to point to very large hemial diversity, with (at least)

hundreds of di�erent PAH speies in the interstellar mixture.

In this work we onsider a population of PAHs as a possible andidate to be the

arrier of the observed bump at 4.6 µm−1
and of the FUV rise in the ISEC. Figure (2.6)

shows the struture for two moleules of PAHs: pyrene and oronene. The oronene

was onsidered as possible andidate for DIBs (Duley 2006a,b).

Figure 2.6: Two PAHs: in the left panel the struture of the ground state for the pyrene moleule,

in the right panel the struture for the oronene moleule.

PAHs extintion reads as follows

σPAH(λ−1) = σ0 ×
[

Lπ(λ
−1, λ−1

peak, γ) +RLσ(λ
−1, λ−1

peak, γ)
]

(2.4)

where

L(λ−1, λ−1
peak, γ) =

√
b2

(λ−1 − b1)2 + b2
, γ = 2

√

b2, λ−1
peak = b1, (2.5)

3

DIBs are moleular absorption pro�les observed in the visible range along lines of sight through

di�use louds whose arriers are not yet well identi�ed.
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γ is the Lorentzian Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM), R is the ratio between the

intensity of Lσ and Lπ, and

σ0 =

∫

σPAH(λ
−1)d(λ−1)/

[π

2
× (1 +R)

]

. (2.6)

To obtain the formula of PAHs extintion approximated with a double lorentzian pro�le,

we must start from the optial depth of a PAHs mixture:

τPAH(λ
−1) =

∫

δL

σPAH(λ
−1)nPAH(s)ds (2.7)

where δL is the PAHs absorption path along the line of sight, and nPAH(s) is their

volume density at a loation s in the line of sight. Then equation (2.7) beomes:

τPAH(λ
−1) = σPAH(λ

−1)NPAH, NPAH =

∫

∆L

nPAH(s)ds (2.8)

where NPAH is the PAHs olumn density in the line of sight. Exploiting the relation

between optial depth and extintion A(λ−1) = 1.086 τ(λ−1) (Whittet, 2002)

APAH(λ
−1) = 1.086σ0NPAH ×

[

Lπ(λ
−1, λ−1

peak, γ) +RLσ(λ
−1, λ−1

peak, γ)
]

(2.9)

The relationship between AV and the hydrogen olumn density is given in the equa-

tion (1.12) and the equation (2.9) beomes:

[

A(λ−1)

AV

]

PAH

=
6.41× 1021σPAH(λ

−1)NPAH

RV NH
=

6410

RV

(

NPAH

NH

)[

σPAH(λ
−1)

Mb

]

.

(2.10)

De�ning the PAHs frational abundane as fPAH = NPAH/NH, the equation (2.10)

an be written in this form:

[

A(λ−1)

AV

]

PAH

=
6410

RV
fPAH

( σ0

Mb

)

×
[

√

bπ2
(λ−1 − bπ1 )

2 + bπ2
+R

√

bσ2
(λ−1 − bσ1 )

2 − bσ2

]

.

(2.11)

This is the PAHs ontribution to the extintion as onsidered in the simpli�ed version

of the [CM]2 model. To validate this approximation we �tted suh semi�empirial

ross�setion with the average ross�setion of 54 PAHs obtained averaging on the

arbon atoms number whih eah of 54 PAHs ontains. These ross�setions were

alulated by Malloi et al. (2007). Further details are given in Setion (3.3). Figure

(2.7) shows these �ts for PAHs in di�erent harge states: anions, neutrals, ations and

diations. To obtain these �ts we need to introdue an exponential ut�o� in the low

energy tail of Lσ: e−( Λ

λ−1 )
. The result is a damping in the low energy tail of Lσ from

λ−1 ≃ 10 µm−1
. In the Chapter 3 we slightly hange this exponential damping fator

to 1/{1 + exp[(C1 − λ−1)/C2]} (see Setion 3.2)

The parametrization of Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) (see Setion 1.5) inludes a

quadrati funtion of λ−1
with a threshold at 5−7 µm−1

, varying with the observed line

of sight, to reprodue the FUV rise of the ISEC. For minor wavenumber the omponent

whih auses the FUV rise has no e�ets. At λ−1 ≃ 6 µm−1
the damping fator

produes A derease of about one order of magnitude ompared to the natural value of
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between average ross�setions of 54 PAHs per arbon atoms number and

double lorentzian with variable parameters (see table 2.1). a) is the plot for anions, b) for neutral, )

for ations and d) for diations.

Lσ, proving that PAHs photo�absorption ross�setions have a trend whih di�ers from

a unadulterated lorentzian pro�le in the FUV. This trend is onsistent with the observed

one in the ISEC in this spetral range. Although the ut�o� �utuates for di�erent

lines of sight the peak position and width of the bump do not su�er great variations.

Thus, hanges in the FUV must a�et moderately the region around 4.6 µm−1
. The

presene of the ut�o� in Lσ mimis the intrinsi behaviour of PAHs poto�absorption

ross�setions. In table (2.1) are reported the parameters derived �tting PAH average

ross�setions shown in �gure (2.7). From this �gure it is evident that the high energy

tail of Lσ does not reprodue the exat trend of real ross�setions. Lukily, this range

is not important beause of the lak of appreiable interstellar radiation �elds beyond

the Lyman ontinuum.

Summarizing, parameters of the simpli�ed moleular omponent are:

bπ1 peak wavenumber of the �rst Lorentzian

bπ2 Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the �rst Lorentzian

bσ1 peak wavenumber of the seond Lorentzian

bσ2 FWHM of the seond Lorentzian

λ ut�o� sale.
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Anions Neutral Cations Diations

bπ1 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6

bπ2 1 1 0.9 1.2

bσ1 13 13 12.8 12.6

bσ2 13 10 9 9

Λ 10 10 17 25

σ0 6.5 6.5 4.7 6.3

R 98.4 74.6 138.6 221.9

Table 2.1: Parameters used in double lorentzians to �t average ross�setions omputed by Malloi

et al. (2007). bπ1 , b
σ
1 and Λ are expressed in µm−1

, bπ2 and bσ2 are expressed in µm−2
, σ0 is the average

ross�setion in Mb µm−1
per arbon atom and R is the saling fator of Lσ and it is dimensionless.

R the Lσ saling fator

These parameters also are onstrained to be physially sensible, i. e. bπ2 ≥ 0µ−1
,

bσ2 ≥ 0µ−1
,bπ1 ≤ bσ1 , λ ≥ 0µ−1

, R ≥ 0.

2.2 The sample seletion

Our intention is to investigate those ISECs, parametrized by Fitzpatrik and Massa

(2007) (Setion 1.5), �the farthest possible� from the average ISEC, in order to derive, in

the framework of the present dust model, dust morphology and hemial ompositions,

and ompare them with the ones harateristi of the average ISEC. To selet suh

urves we de�ne an eulidean distane in the 8�dimensional spae generated by the

7 parameter desription of Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) in the UV, and by RV , the

ratio of total�to�seletive extintion, that we onsider to be a "measure" of an extintion

urve in the VIS/IR. Point oordinates in this spae are de�ned by taking the di�erene

δk between the k−th parameter (k = 1, · · · , 8) of an ISEC and the orresponding one

of the average ISEC. δk's are then ordered on a disrete (natural) sale depending on

their values. In other words, for a given line of sight eah δk is given a value ranging

from 1 to 328, aording to its plaement in the ranking of inreasing distane of the kth

parameter from the referene value in the average Galati urve. In this representation,

the ISEC nearest to the average ISEC is BD+58 2292, while the farthest is HD37130

(f Fitzpatrik and Massa 2007 for the data).

From the resulting ordering, suitable urves are extrated to obtain a set as varie-

gated as possible, in whih partiular harateristis are highlighted, suh as e.g., a low

bump or a very steep UV rise. Eventually, we seleted a sample of 15 urves. The list

is reported in table (2.2), in order of inreasing distane from the average ISEC. From

the seletion proedure are, however, exluded ISECs that appear to be pathologial.

For example, VCT 10 shows an unphysial dip between 2 and 4 µm−1
(Fitzpatrik and

Massa, 2007), hinting alibration problems in the data might be present.
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2.3 Results

In the [CM]2 model the extintion urve along a partiular line of sight is given by the

relation (subsript c indiates lassial dust)

A(λ−1)

AV
=

Ac(λ
−1)

AV
+

APAH(λ
−1)

AV
, (2.12)

For lassial dust grains we obtain (f. Draine and Lee 1984)

Ac(λ
−1)

AV
=

6.41× 1021

RV

( K
nH

)

If (λ
−1), (2.13)

nH is the hydrogen number density, and K a normalization onstant suh that 〈nc〉 is
the lassial dust number density averaged over the dust size distribution f(a+ w)

〈nc〉 = K
∫ a+

a−

f(a+ w) da (2.14)

where a− and a+ are the lower and upper values in the size distribution of the lassi-

al dust. The wavelength�dependent fator, proportional to to the average extintion

ross�setion of the lassial dust, is given by

If (λ
−1) =

∫ a+

a−

σc(a+ w, fv, fsp2 , fsp3 , λ−1) f(a+ w) da, (2.15)

where σc(a + w, fv, fsp2 , fsp3 , λ−1) is the extintion ross�setion of lassial grains,

omputed with the methods desribed in Iatì et al. (2008).

line of sight model R
(a)
V Cc CPAH δ(b)

nm

q−3(c) µm−1

CPD-59 2574 1 3.70 0.70 0.369 0.534

HD21483 2 2.83 1.35 0.660 0.547

BD+56 518 3 2.58 0.71 0.713 0.594

CPD-59 4549 4 3.23 1.25 0.575 0.645

HD13659 5 2.49 0.68 0.564 0.767

HD197512 6 2.43 1.15 0.830 0.769

HD99872 7 2.97 2.50 0.847 0.791

HD29647 8 3.46 0.90 0.620 0.795

HD151346 9 3.81 1.18 0.796 0.888

HD62542 10 2.74 0.38 0.756 0.898

HD294264 11 5.48 1.12 0.320 0.899

HD180968 12 2.90 0.70 0.889 0.909

HD197702 13 4.40 1.01 0.690 0.939

HD23512 14 3.20 3.19 0.749 0.942

HD37130 15 5.50 1.10 0.147 1.000

(a) Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007); (b) normalized to its maximum value; (c) q is reported in table (2.3).

Table 2.2: Fitting saling parameters from eq.(2.20).
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The total PAH extintion ross�setion is given by the superposition of Lπ and Lσ

with an exponential damping fator on the low energy side of Lσ

APAH(λ
−1)

AV
=

3.81× 104 fPAHNC

RV

[

Lπ +Re−(Λ/λ−1)Lσ

]

(2.16)

NC is the average number of arbon atoms per PAH moleule. Similar represen-

tations have been put forward by e.g., Li and Draine (2001a) and Duley (2006a). A

possible interpretation in terms of properties of spei� PAHs is given in Duley (2006a).

Finally, we derive the mass balane in terms of the number of silion and arbon

atoms (parts per million, ppm) loked in grains and PAHs. We �rst onsider the lassial

omponent. The siliate ores have a mass per unit volume given by

nSimSi =
4πρSi
3
×K J

(1)
f (1− fv) , (2.17)

where nSi is the number density of silion atoms, mSi the mass of a siliate moleule,

ρSi the mass density of the astronomial siliate, and

J
(1)
f =

∫

∆a

a3f(a+ w) da. (2.18)

Evaluating eq.(2.13) for λ−1 = λ−1
V we derive

K
nH

=
rcRV

6.41× 1021 If (λ
−1
V )

, (2.19)

where rc is the frational ontribution to visual extintion of lassial dust. The fration
rc an be derived through the �tting proedure

[

A(λ−1)

AV

]

obs

= Cc × If (λ
−1) +

+ CPAH ×
[

Lπ +Re−(Λ/λ−1)Lσ

]

. (2.20)

Substituting eq.(2.19) into eq.(2.17) we �nd

(

nSi

nH

)

ppm = 6.53× 10−16 ρSi
mSi

rc RV J
(1)
f

If (λ
−1
V )

(1− fv) . (2.21)

In a similar way the number of arbon atoms loked in lassial grains results

(

nC

nH

)

g

ppm = 6.53× 10−16
rc RV

(

ρ3J
(3)
f + ρ2J

(2)
f

)

mC If (λ
−1
V )

, (2.22)

where the geometrial fators J
(2)
f and J

(3)
f read as

J
(2)
f =

∫

∆a

(

a+ fsp2w
)3

f(a+ w) da − J
(1)
f , (2.23)

J
(3)
f =

∫

∆a

(a+ w)
3
f(a+ w) da− J

(2)
f + J

(1)
f , (2.24)

mC is the mass of a arbon atom, and ρ2 and ρ3 are the mass densities of the sp2 and

sp3 mantle omponents, respetively.
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ore/mantle partiles (Si/H) (C/H) PAHs (C/H)

small large small large π − π⋆ σ − σ⋆

model a− a+ a− a+ w q fv f
sp2

bπ1

√

bπ2 bσ1

√

bσ2 Λ R

nm ppm µm−1

ppm

0

(a)

5 13 80 440 1.2 3.53 0.50 0.97 34 23 12 4.58 0.41 16.0 1.22 1.6 266 37

1

(b)

80 450 1.0 3.53 0.10 0.00 37 3 4.59 0.47 15.8 3.46 2.1 211 36

2 80 250 2.5 3.60 0.00 0.75 23 1 4.65 0.66 16.0 3.32 2.5 148 49

3 5 11 120 300 1.0 3.70 0.35 1.00 5 6 < 1 4.58 0.51 24.7 6.20 2.1 350 49

4 5 15 80 600 2.5 3.53 0.54 1.00 36 41 25 4.59 0.42 16.0 5.11 2.1 48 49

5 88 300 3.0 3.50 0.00 1.00 19 11 4.65 0.59 19.4 1.00 3.5 1522 37

6 5 12 44 260 1.3 3.53 0.01 0.94 37 12 16 4.56 0.50 16.9 2.00 4.0 190 53

7 120 275 1.0 3.65 0.09 0.80 25 4 4.59 0.52 17.0 4.00 2.0 77 66

8 80 330 < 1 3.56 0.01 31 < 1 4.75 1.10 15.2 3.20 2.0 107 57

9 80 350 2.6 3.57 0.07 0.97 40 19 4.57 0.74 14.0 1.34 2.4 123 80

10 80 310 < 1 3.43 0.08 18 < 1 4.75 1.10 12.8 2.86 2.0 88 55

11 120 500 1.3 3.53 0.10 1.00 77 17 4.59 0.69 30.5 4.47 3.0 441 46

12 180 420 3.0 3.50 0.25 0.00 16 3 4.67 0.66 25.6 1.24 3.0 1432 67

13 180 460 2.8 3.50 0.18 1.00 43 16 4.62 0.60 25.5 0.95 3.3 1615 80

14 180 300 2.9 3.56 0.40 1.00 26 17 4.55 0.77 14.7 1.00 3.0 333 63

15 120 500 2.7 3.53 0.30 1.00 60 32 4.75 0.71 20.5 2.98 1.5 475 20

(a) average ISEC from Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2010); (b) see table (2.2).

Table 2.3: Parameters and derived silion and arbon masses from the �tting proedure for the ISECs reported in table (2.2).
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The number of arbon atoms inorporated in PAHs an be derived by ombining

eqs.(2.20) and (2.16)

fPAHNC =
RV CPAH

3.81× 104
, (2.25)

leading to

(

nC

nH

)

PAH

ppm = 26RV CPAH. (2.26)

The mass budget has been derived assuming that dust and gas are well�mixed, with

the density of dust proportional to the density of gas, i.e equation (1.12) applies.

We assume also the mass densities, ρSi = 3.3 g m

−3
(Laor and Draine, 1993),

ρ2 = 2.26 g m

−3
(Laor and Draine, 1993), and the ρ3 = 0.901 g m

−3
(polyethylene

density). Siliate ores have radii in the range 5 − 1000 nm, while the arbon mantle

thikness is limited to be w ≤ 3 nm.

The results of the non�linear �tting proedure have been reported in tables (2.2) and

(2.3), while in �gure (2.8) are shown the resulting syntheti extintion urves ompared

with the observational data.

The �ts to the ISECs in our sample by the adopted model are exellent. This is

partly due to the intrinsi shapes of the PAH extintion ross�setions, as they appear

to be naturally �tted to reprodue the experimental values (see e.g., Joblin et al. 1992

and Malloi et al. 2007). The model adopted, despite the apparently large number of

free parameters, is far from being in�nitely �exible. Indeed, the present representation

would be totally unable to math the data if, e.g., extintion urves would derease in

the far�UV, beause many parameters are ontrolling the extintion properties of the

mixture within a "sti�" lass of morphologial pro�les. The visible part of the extintion

urve is mainly produed by the large size part of the dust distribution, while the UV

rise is due to the ontribution of small grains and PAHs �oating on top of the �at,

saturated, extintion of the large ones.

When present, small grains ontribute with a non�linear pro�le to the FUV rise. As

in the ase of the average ISEC, large grain sizes are mostly in the range 80− 500 nm.

The upper size limit is poorly unonstrained by the �t, sine syntheti extintion urves

are almost insensitive to the large end tail of the dust size distribution in the wavelength

range overed by Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007). The parameter value obtained in the

�t thus means that partiles at least up to that size are neessary, but still larger

ones are not exluded. A better determination of this parameter requires additional

observational onstraints. The required vauum fration of the ore volume is fv ≤ 0.5.
In two ases, models 8 and 10, the mantle widths and their hemial ompositions are

not well determined, beause the mantle thiknesses result lower than 1 nm. For suh

small values lassial eletromagneti alulations beame unreliable. There is, however,

in general a moderate insensitivity of the �ts to mantle thikness and, onsequently to

mantle hemial omposition, beause of the large values required for the grain sizes.

Thus, a ≫ w, and the extintion ross�setions are largely dominated by the optial

properties of siliate ores. The reverse is true for the small grain omponent (e.g., Iatì

et al. 2008).

In �gure (2.9) we report the arbon and silion abundanes (ppm), together with

mass onstraints in the ISM. In most of the ases the required silion budget is onsistent

with Si solar abundane, (Si/H) = 32.4 ppm (Asplund et al., 2009), as well as with

values derived by Miller et al. (2007) along transluent lines of sight, and towards F

and G stars (f. Zubko et al. 2004). For two lines of sight (models 11 and 15) the

minimization proedure derives very large Si abundanes. This is due to large values
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Figure 2.8: Syntheti extintion urves (solid lines) ompared to observational data (triangles) from

the samples of Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007). The label on the top of eah panel indiates the line of

sight (see table 2.2). For omparison we report the average Galati urve (dotted line).
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Figure 2.9: Numbers of arbon and silion atoms (ppm) for the 15 lines of sight reported in table

(2.2). The blak dot represents the average ISEC.

for RV ≥ 5, as the silion and arbon onentrations sale with it, equations (2.21) and

(2.22). However, at suh high RV values, the validity of equation (1.12) is questionable,

and the derived dust mass budgets might be unreliable. Carbon abundanes are muh

lower than the F and G star abundanes, (C/H) = 250 ppm, with only model 4 slightly

exeeding the Mathis (2000) estimate, (C/H) = 110 ppm. The arbon mass balane

is in most ases driven by PAHs. Models 4, in whih small grains lok a number of

arbon atoms similar to the one in PAHs, and 15 have more arbon atoms in lassial

dust than in moleules.

The lines of sight of the present sample seem to be haraterized by the lak of

small grains, that are present in only 3 models out of 15. Data in table (2.3) are not

very suggestive, as they do not show any evident trend. We report in �gure (2.10)

the observational ratios between the extintion at the bump peak wavelength with the

extintion at 6 µm−1
, Abump/A6, and between the extintion at 9 µm−1

, A9, and A6.

Extintion values at these three wave numbers partly re�et the Fitzpatrik and Massa

(2007) UV parametrization. To enlarge the extintion sample we inlude in �gure

also the lines of sight onsidered by Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2008), i.e. we ompare

the present results, derived for ISECs �far� from the average urve, with models to

extintion pro�les, whose morphologies are more similar to the mean properties of the

Galati dust. The plot in �gure (2.10) shows the tendeny of those extintion urves,

whose models require the presene of small grains (a ≤ 15 nm), to lie lose to the

average ISEC. Of ourse, due to the low number of ases, this result is devoided of

any statistial signi�ane. Nevertheless, suh onlusion is not either unrealisti or

unexpeted, sine extintion by suh small grains is e�etive only in the UV spetral

domain, in whih an ISEC an show signi�ant departures from the average Galati

urve.
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Figure 2.10: Abump/A6 vs A9/A6 for the lines of sight in table (2.2) (triangles), and for the ISECs

modelled by Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2008) (asterisks). The blak dot represents the average ISEC.

Labels indiate models that inlude a small grain omponent.

2.4 Disussion

About 40 yr ago Greenberg (1973) showed that observational riteria ould be found,

implying that the onset of the rapid inrease in the UV is due to dust grains with typial

sizes approximately smaller than 20 nm, while larger partiles dominating the extintion

at longer wavelengths ontribute with a saturated baseline relatively independent of the

partiular grain material. This onlusion is atually embedded in the Fitzpatrik and

Massa (2007) data, and a possible interpretation is given through the present model.

The omposition, struture, and size distribution of interstellar grains are the re-

sult of injetion of dust from stellar out�ows into the interstellar medium, followed by

destrution, growth, oagulation, and photo�proessing of interstellar grains. Along a

line a sight an extintion urve is generated by the balane among these proesses, and

eventually a wide dispersion of ISECs is produed. Our model may handle ases, in

whih there are extreme variations in the shape of the extintion urve, suh as e.g., the

HD62542 or HD37130, by simply assuming a di�erent ratio of PAHs to lassial dust.

However, any physial haraterization would imply the knowledge of PAH evolution

and their relation with solid dust grains, a measure of the ativity of the ISM (e.g., in

terms of the passage of shoks), that is urrently poorly understood. Nevertheless, it is

enouraging that a dust model onsisting of a bimodal dust population �ts any ISEC

very well, with a mass budget lose to the interstellar abundane onstraints, without

invoking partiular dust size distributions, or ad ho on�gurations.

Some lines of sight exhibit extintion pro�les where the 217.5 nm bump is weak or

even totally missing, while showing a marked FUV rise. Suh lines of sight are loated

in the upper left part of �gure (2.10). Setting an (arbitrary) threshold Abump/A6 < 1.1,
we selet models 5, 8, 10, 14, and 15. Models 5 and 14 show an appreiable bump,

while model 15 requires a very small amount of arbon in PAHs. Although the �tting

proedure may provide syntheti pro�les for the two remaining lines of sight (HD29647

and HD62542) in remarkable agreement with the observed extintion urves, suh ases
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are impossible to interpret in terms of the photo�absorption properties of free��ying

PAHs (Malloi et al., 2007). These urves resemble the extintion pro�les in the MCs

(f. �gure 1.3 in Setion 1.6).

When extintion urves are very steep (e.g, HD62542), Fitzpatrik (2004) suggests

that the weakness of the bump may be apparent, being an artifat of the normalization.

However, suh suggestion may fail in explaining the weakening of the bump in the �at-

test (highest RV ) extintion urves (Fitzpatrik, 2004), suh as HD29647. Whatever the

ase may be, suppression of the π−plasmon resonane in small arbon partiles an be

obtained inreasing the density of sp3 bonds (e.g., Jones et al. 1990, Duley 2006a). This
may hint super�hydrogenation (Heht, 1986) or the presene of a signi�ant fration of

arbon in nanodiamonds (e.g., Rai and Rastogi, 2010).

Whittet et al. (2004) infer that HD29647 might be loated in the di�use intralump

region of the Taurus moleular loud immediately behind TMC-1, and may, therefore,

show ombined features of di�use and dense regimes. Indeed, suh a line of sight displays

a weak ie feature (Goebel, 1983). Even the line of sight toward HD62542 appears to be

assoiated to a region that is denser than the average di�use ISM (Gredel et al., 1993),

i.e. the ore of a di�use loud. The original loud has apparently been stripped of the

lower density outer layers by stellar winds and radiation pressure (Cardelli et al., 1990).

Therefore, some spei� mehanism in dense environments, suh as oagulation, may

lead to broadening and suppression of the bump. However, the extintion urve towards

HD62542 presents an UV extintion very high and steep, implying a great abundane

of very small grains. If hydrogenation is the dominant fator in the weakening of the

bump, evidene for this is expeted in the IR, in the form of 3.4 µm absorption arising

from surfae C�H bonds.

Both models 8 and 10 have, if any, very thin arbon mantles. Hydrogenation is

therefore onsistent with the dust desription adopted in this work: arbon layers are

indeed expeted to be abruptly removed by oasional shoks from the siliate ores,

and then slowly re�deposited (Cehi-Pestellini et al., 2010). In the dynamial senario

outlined above, mantle fragments heated in a hydrogen plasma re�arrange their arbon

skeletons from sp2 to sp3 bondings in HAC (e.g., Landstrass and Ravi 1989, Furton and

Witt 1993). This �mesosopi� omponent, whose optial properties annot be desribed

in terms of a superposition of PAH ross�setions, may onstitute the �low mass� tail

of the lassial grain size distribution, and provide an e�ient extintion in the FUV

without the bump at 217.5 nm. In their study of the line of sight towards HD204827, an

extintion urve with a very steep UV pro�le and little or no 217.5 nm bump, Valeni

et al. (2003) �nd that shoks due to a supernova may have led to a substantial proessing

of the dust. They also suggest that the environment of the HD204827 loud dust may

be similar to the dust assoiated with HD62542, whih lies on the edge of a stellar

wind bubble and is also dense and rih in moleules. Interestingly, the 3.4 µm feature

indiating a C�H rih grain mantle is present in the dust toward HD204827.

In onlusion we model suessfully a number of Galati extintion urves, whose

shapes are extremely di�erent from the average ISEC, and we �nd that these so�alled

peuliar urves do not need exoti properties of dust grains to be aurately desribed.

We are thus tempted to onlude that the wide dispersion in the ISEC morphology may

merely re�et the grain size distributions and the hemial response of dust materials

to the environmental onditions along their sightlines, whithin the general irulation

of matter into and out of louds and stars.
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Modeling galati extintion

3.1 Introdution

In the previous hapter the simpli�ed version of the [CM]2 model has been exploited to

suessfully model a number of Galati extintion urves, whose shapes are extremely

di�erent from the average ISEC. The main result of suh analysis is that the so�alled

peuliar urves do not need exoti properties of dust grains to be aurately desribed.

It means that the wide dispersion in the ISEC morphology may merely re�et the grain

size distributions and the hemial response of dust materials to the environmental

onditions along their sightlines. This onlusion is impliitly embedded in the general

observational result that ISECs an be phenomenologially desribed by means of a very

limited number of empirial parameters (Cardelli et al. 1989, Valeni et al. 2004, Fitz-

patrik and Massa 2007). Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007), and previous works referened

therein, showed that all ISECs an be aurately desribed by a 6�parameters empirial

representation. Cardelli et al. (1989) showed that (with few notable exeptions) these 6

parameters an be expressed as (empirially determined) funtions of a single free one.

The next step, performed in this hapter, is the upgrade of the [CM℄

2
model, repla-

ing the simpli�ed desription of the moleular omponent as a double lorentzian pro�le

with a olletion of �real� PAH ross�setions, and to systematially �t the whole sam-

ple of galati extintions provided by Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007). We do not mean

to assess whether this model is better than other urrent alternatives, whih might

equally well reprodue the same data. This work aims at reoniling all the observed

variety of ISECs within a uni�ed model of interstellar dust, to unfold the syntheti

desription of dust into physially well�grounded properties. This is not a trivial task

sine, given the omplexity of the underlying physis and hemistry, any physial dust

model requires a relatively large number of parameters, typially not fewer than ∼12
even despite drasti simplifying assumptions. To try to understand how and why the

physial parameters de�ning the populations of interstellar dust and maromoleules

may respond to a smaller number of parameters de�ning the environmental onditions,

one must begin by determining the former ones on a large statistial sample of obser-

vations, so that further analysis beomes possible. And one must do so in a way that

is

� homogeneous: using the same model and assumptions, so that variations between

lines of sight are less masked by systemati e�ets;

� realisti: using a model simpli�ed enough to be tratable, yet still ontaining

41
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enough physial information to be worth the e�ort;

� validated: meaning that it an math all observations within observational errors.

This work represents a �rst step in this diretion. We assoiate a set of well�de�ned

physial dust parameters to eah line of sight in a statistially relevant sample of di�er-

ent ISECs, with a solid analysis of how tightly onstrained (or not) they are by the �t.

This makes the searh for trends and orrelations with other possibly related observable

quantities possible.

3.2 The new simpli�ed version of the [CM]2 model

At �rst we applied a slightly modi�ed version of the [CM]2 model to �t the full sample

of 328 galati ISECs. Guided by quantum�hemial alulations performed by Malloi

et al. (2007), we slightly hange the exponential damping fator to 1/{1 + exp[(C1 −
λ−1)/C2]}, in order to remove any ontribution of the eletroni photo�absorption by

the moleular omponent to the extintion longward of visual wavelengths. The free

parameters of the modi�ed simpli�ed moleular omponent are therefore:

Li1 integral of the �rst Lorentzian

Lp1 peak wavenumber of the �rst Lorentzian

Lw1 Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the �rst Lorentzian

Li2 integral of the seond Lorentzian

Lp2 peak wavenumber of the seond Lorentzian

Lw2 FWHM of the seond Lorentzian

C1 enter of the exponential ut�o�

C2 width of the exponential ut�o�

As in the previous version these parameters also are onstrained to be physially sensi-

ble, i. e. Li1 ≥ 0, Li2 ≥ 0, Lw1 ≥ 0µm−1
, Lw2 ≥ 0µm−1

,Lp1 ≤ Lp2, C2 ≥ 0µm−1
.

3.3 The detailed version of the [CM]2 model

In the detailed version of the extintion model, the moleular omponent, instead of

being represented by two Lorentzian pro�les parametrised to �t the average of the ab

initio photo�absorption ross�setions of a sample of 54 PAHs in 4 harge states, is

represented by a straightforward linear ombination of the same ross�setions. In this

ase, therefore, the formal free parameters beome the 216 individual olumn densities of

eah PAH in eah harge state onsidered, eah of them subjet to the obvious physial

onstraint of being non�negative. This is a more demanding onstraint than it might

appear at �rst sight: from a mathematial point of view, it redues the available spae

for these parameters by a fator 2216; from a physial point of view, it means that it

is impossible to �subtrat away� an unobserved absorption band of a moleule with a

negative amount of other moleules.
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These photo�absorption ross�setions were alulated by means of the Density

Funtional Theory and its time dependent extension Time Dependent Density Fun-

tional Theory (Malloi et al., 2007). Figure (3.1) shows the auray of the omputa-

tional method omparing neutral anthraene omputed ross�setion with its observed

absorption pro�le. Figure (3.2) shows ross�setion for oronene in the prinipal harge

states (left panel), and a blow�up of the same plot in the region where ISECs are studied

(right panel).
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between omputed photo�absorption ross�setion for the neutral anthraene

C14H10 and the orresponding observed absorption spetra (Malloi et al., 2004).
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Figure 3.2: Photo�absorption ross�setion for oronene in four di�erent harge states. In the right

panel the same plot is represented but in the range for whih ISECs are plotted.

Figure (3.3) displays ross�setion for a PAHs mixture, obtained by a linear om-

bination of 54 PAHs ross�setions normalized on the arbon atoms number. Then

the result is a ross�setion per arbon atom. The ross�setion variation with the

harge state is visible and this variation is partiularly lear in the region of the �rst

maximum, then in the region orrespondent at the interstellar bump. Moreover both
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pro�les, orrespondent to the resonane π∗ ← π and σ∗ ← σ, and the depth of the

minimum in the link region between these two resonanes have an intensity dependent

by the harge state. Then the PAHs harge state may be linked to the morphologial

properties of the ISEC and variations in the intensity and in the non linear rise slope in

the FUV observed by Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) may give some informations about

the relative intensity and the position of π∗ ← π and σ∗ ← σ resonanes.
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Figure 3.3: Photo�absorption ross�setion per arbon atoms number for a mixture of 54 PAHs in

four harged states. In the right panel the same plot is represented but in the range for whih ISECs

are plotted.

3.4 Fitting details

The data to be �tted are taken from the published data of Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007).

Suh data onsist of tabulated extintion urves, expressed in units of normalised olor

exessEλ−V /EB−V , and the orresponding tabulated errors. Sine the extintion model

used here is expressed in units of normalised total extintion Aλ/AV , we �rst onvert

all tabulated data to these units, using the RV = AV /EB−V values given in the same

work.

We then use a slightly modi�ed version of the C MPFIT

1

implementation of the

Levemberg�Marquardt non�linear least squares algorithm to atually perform the �ts,

both with the simpli�ed and with the detailed version of the extintion model. The iter-

ative �t proedure seeks to minimise the numerial χ2
starting from a given (hopefully

sensible) �rst guess of the free parameters, making sure all parameter onstraints are

respeted. The apparent drawbak of this kind of proedure is that the algorithm will

fall in the nearest minimum whih it an reah by desending the χ2
hypersurfae in

the free parameters from the starting point. If the hypersurfae is ill�behaved enough,

the algorithm may get stuk on a loal minimum, with a muh larger χ2
than the global

one, or even on a saddle point. The urvature of the χ2
hypersurfae at the minimum

an be used, in priniple, to yield information on the ovariane matrix of the parameter

values derived from the �t. This evaluation of the ovariane is indeed returned as one

of the results by the MPFIT funtion. However, this is a good approximation only if

1

http://www.physis.wis.edu/∼raigm/idl/mp�t.html
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the seond order Taylor expansion of the χ2
hypersurfae around its minimum χ2

min is

aurate for all the region around the minimum in whih the χ2 ≤ χ2
min + 1.

Sine this is not neessarily true, and indeed the ovariane values returned by

MPFIT are sometimes learly not sensible in our ase, we use another strategy, whih

is useful both to provide a robust evaluation of the ovariane matrix of the �tted

parameters, and to get out of loal minima and saddle points. After performing a

suessful �t on one of the original data samples, we perturb it by a random gaussian

noise proportional to the errors, also taken from Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007), and

repeated the �t on the perturbed data. The proedure is iterated to obtain some

syntheti statistis. In some ases, the �t to the perturbed data is a better math even

for the unperturbed data, meaning that the �rst �t had ended on a loal minimum or

saddle point. In that ase, the whole proedure is restarted using the new �best guess�

as initial point. The syntheti statistis on the �tting parameters are then used to

diretly estimate their ovariane matrix. In some ases, some of the parameters are

onstrained by the �t so muh more tightly than others (i. e. the derivative of χ2
with

respet to some parameter was muh smaller than that with respet to another) that

the formal variane of the better onstrained parameter results to be zero, i. e. the �t

onverged on the same value of that parameter in all perturbed �ts, within numerial

auray. This does not mean that this parameter is really determined with in�nite

auray, but merely that its error is below the apability of the algorithm to evaluate

it. The random error we introdue in perturbed �ts is ompletely unorrelated, i. e.

adjaent pixels have the same probability of being perturbed in the same as in opposite

diretions. This implies that our error estimation annot aount for any possible

systemati observational error in some observed extintion urve, whereby e. g., the

whole visible part of the ISEC was overestimated. Therefore, in suh ases, we would

somewhat underestimate the errors in the �tted parameters.

Fits using the detailed extintion model pose an additional problem, whih required

a slight modi�ation of the MPFIT implementation. As detailed in appendix A, the Lev-

emberg�Marquardt method proeeds by linearising the non�linear least squares problem

around the previous guess of the parameter values. It builds and solves a system of lin-

ear equations (with some lever modi�ations to ensure robust and rapid onvergene)

to obtain the next improved guess of the �tting parameters. If the linear system is

quasi�singular

2

, its solution is numerially unstable, and the iterative step may produe

useless results with the standard MPFIT implementation. Suh a behaviour re�ets a

real problem, i. e. the �t is strongly underonstrained when the detailed extintion

model is used. The impliation is not that the �t is without solution, but rather that

the solution is far from unique. In partiular, there is a large subspae of the parameter

spae that �ts eah extintion urve being �tted. In other words, there is not a unique

mixture of the PAHs in our sample whih best �ts a given extintion urve, but a family

of PAH mixtures that all �t it very nearly equally well. This entails two problems: �rst,

the pratial, numerial, one of �nding one representative of this family of solutions,

overoming the instability of the standard Levemberg�Marquardt implementation in

MPFIT. This is addressed by solving the linear problem in eah iteration via Singular

Value Deomposition (SVD), and disarding �singular� values at, or below, the level

of numerial noise before inverting the matrix to solve the linear problem. In suh a

way we provide a robust method to onverge on one solution of the family. The results

are remarkably insensitive to the preise threshold one hooses to aept or disard

2

It annot be really singular due to the way the Levemberg�Marquardt method builds it, but it an

be very lose to singular.
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singular values. The minimum number of singular values that must be retained with-

out adversely a�eting the quality of the �t is between 20 and 30: keeping many more

that 30 inludes some that are just noise, keeping less than 20 disards too muh real

information. Syntheti statistis then provide a way to obtain a sample of the family

of solutions, sine eah perturbed �t onverges to a di�erent individual solution.

The seond problem is related to the physial interpretation of the results: while

it is impossible to onstrain the preise omposition of PAHs using only the extintion

urve, we an instead hope to onstrain rather preisely some of the PAH properties as a

group (e. g., total amount of C atoms in PAHs, harge per C atom, and so on). In a way,

the minimum of the χ2
hypersurfae looks like a trough in the PAH parameters, whih

is shallow or �at in many diretions (representing PAH properties poorly onstrained

by the �t), but steep in some (representing, on the ontrary, properties of the PAH

family strongly onstrained by the �t). A hint about the number of global parameters

well�onstrained by the �t an be obtained from the minimum number of Singular

Values in the SVD that need to be retained (i. e. 20 to 30). The 9 parameters of lassial

dust grains are all rather well onstrained by the �t, so this leaves ≤ 15 parameters

de�ning the PAH mixture (out of the 216 olumn densities). So, while on the one

hand this learly exposes that the information one an hope to attain by suh a huge

and umbersome �t is limited, on the other hand the fat that it an onstrain some

global properties of the PAH mixtures �tting the extintion lends redibility to these

results, making them far less dependent on the spei� speies used for the �t. Indeed,

very nearly the same results are obtained even if one uses half of the 54 PAHs hosen

randomly or worse (see disussion in Set. 3.5.4). In any ase, the physial problem

now beomes that of linking these relatively few global PAH parameters to meaningful

physial/hemial properties haraterising the mixtures �tting the extintion. This

is a task that simpli�ed desriptions of PAHs are unable to address, sine moleular

properties and eletroni strutures are smeared out into an homogeneous mixture.

3.5 Results

Figure (3.4) shows a small, representative sample of the extintion urves and their

�ts using the detailed model. They are hosen to represent all di�erent ��avours�

of observed extintion urves, ranging from what is onsidered the �average� galati

extintion urve to virtually �bumpless� ones, similar to the ones frequently observed

in galaxies at high red�shifts, or in parts of the MCs. Moreover, the eight lines of sight

in �gure (3.4) present widely varying relative intensities of the di�erent omponents of

the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) parametrization, as well as di�erent bump widths.

Indeed, we hose by and large the most extreme ases we ould �nd. The observed

extintion urves are represented in �gure (3.4) by the dotted lines, the �tted urves

obtained with our model (detailed version) are the ontinuous lines, the error range

reported by Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) is the lightly shaded area in eah plot. In

the same plots, the dashed lines show the ontribution of the lassial dust omponent

in our model, the dash�dotted lines the ontribution by the mixture of PAHs.

In all ases the �tted extintion urve is virtually undistinguishable from the ob-

served one. The �tted extintion urves are also remarkably �smooth�, with no de-

tetable �ne struture. While only eight lines of sight are shown here, this is the rule

for all ases, with no exeption (see left panel in online �gures 2.1 to 2.329 of Mulas

et al. 2013). This unambiguously proves that a mixture of a relatively small number of
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Figure 3.4: Fits to the normalized extintion urves for eight lines of sight hosen to be representative

of the features arried by the Galati urves. Solid lines: �t; dashed lines: lassial dust ontribution;

dot�dashed lines: PAHs. The lightly shaded areas are the observational error ranges given in Fitzpatrik

and Massa (2007).
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PAHs an reprodue the features of the extintion urve in the UV, putting to rest an

old objetion to the ontribution of PAHs to the ISEC. While PAHs are not the unique

solution to represent UV extintion features (and we do not laim they are) they are

proven to be a viable one.

Table (3.1) is an exerpt of the online table (4) of Mulas et al. (2013). For eah line

of sight we report the �tted values of the parameters of the lassial dust omponent,

resulting both from the simpli�ed and detailed versions.

3.5.1 Classial dust distribution parameters

Some of the parameters determining the distribution of lassial dust grains appear to

be remarkably onstant aross the whole sample of lines of sight. This is the ase for

the q exponent in the power law size distribution, whih is almost always very lose

to 3.45, with few exeptions. Also the lower limit a− of the �small� grain sizes is very

nearly always �xed on a limit value of 5 nm. This is the minimum size inluded in our

model, and indeed the �t, if unonstrained, would in most ases try to move further

down to smaller sizes. The upper limit b+ of the �big� grain sizes appears to show

relatively little variation as well. In this ase, this is beause the modelled extintion

urve (in the interval onsidered) is remarkably insensitive to the population of dust

grains on the bigger end of the size distribution. Arbitrarily setting this limit to extend

to pebble�sized grains would not be visible in the modelled extintion urves here. The

values of b+ that we obtain should therefore be regarded as lower limits. Suh upper

size limit would be better onstrained by extending the �t to IR portions of ISECs

(e. g., Fitzpatrik and Massa 2009), and inluding siliate absorption features at 10 and

18 µm.

The fration of vauum fv in the lassial dust grains appears to luster rather

tightly around ∼ 0.4 ± 0.15. We therefore obtain relatively hollow partiles. Siliate

porosity may be a relevant parameter when we study the optial behaviour of large

grains, beause it strongly a�ets the strength and the shape of siliate absorption

features (e. g., Iatì et al. 2001, 2011 and Voshhinnikov and Henning 2008).

Carbonaeous mantles appear to be mostly ∼ 1 nm thik (parameter w), more

tightly so in the detailed models and with more satter in the simpli�ed models. In a

non�negligible number of lines of sight we obtain vanishing mantle thikness, but only

with the simpli�ed model, whereas this essentially never happens with the detailed

one. This might pose some problems if the lines of sight with negligible w also have a

non�negligible population of very small grains: if naked, they would be expeted to emit

in the siliate bands, when transiently heated by the absorption of energeti photons,

and suh emission is not observed. This does not happen for the size limits adopted

here, sine even the smallest grains, with a 5 nm radius, would have relatively small

temperature �utuations. It might beome a problem if one wants to allow siliate ores

to reah sizes around ∼ 1 nm (or smaller). Also, a small but non�negligible number of

lines of sight show w values of 3 nm. This was adopted as an upper limit in the �t,

to avoid using an unphysially large amount of Carbon in grain mantles. If left free,

these �ts would have onverged to somewhat larger values of w. The other parameter

de�ning the arbonaeous mantles is fsp2
, the fration of sp2 arbon. This parameter

is less tightly determined by the �t, but in most ases is lose to 1, with only few ases

of mostly aliphati (polymeri) arbonaeous material.

The parameters a+ and b− give a �hole� in the size distribution of lassial dust

grains. a+ shows a systemati di�erene between the simpli�ed (a+ ∼ 13 nm) and
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of syntheti ISECs obtained with simpli�ed (thin lines) and detailed (thik

lines) models for the lines of sight towards BD+532885 and VCT10. Solid lines: �t; dashed lines:

lassial dust ontribution; dot�dashed lines: PAHs. The lightly shaded areas are the observational

error ranges given in Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007).

detailed (a+ ∼ 25 nm) models. In both ases there are relatively large satters around

these averages, going from ∼ 5 nm (no small grains, sine 5 nm ≤ a− ≤ a+) to twie

the average. The values of b− luster around ∼70 nm, again with very onsiderable

satters, ranging from half to 2 − 3 times the average. This range is larger for the

detailed model, whih requires larger gaps in the size distribution to aount for some

peuliar ases (see Setions 3.5.2 and 3.5.3).

3.5.2 Comparison between simpli�ed and detailed model results

The simpli�ed model (Iatì et al., 2008) was derived from, and alibrated on, the

same PAH photo�absorption ross�setions whih are expliitly inluded in the de-

tailed model. The two models are therefore expeted to produe very similar results,

both in the PAH abundanes and even more so in the lassial part, whih is exatly

the same in both models. Still, some di�erenes remain, and should be taken as a

lower bound to the systemati unertainty in our model�derived quantities, sine they

stem from di�erent model hoies. Muh of this di�erene results from the very di�er-

ent ��exibility� of the two representations of PAH extintion. In the simpli�ed model,

the two Lorentzians representing the π⋆ ← π and the σ⋆ ← σ broad resonanes have

omplete freedom to vary their relative intensities, while being restrited to be stritly

Lorentzian in shape. Conversely, in the detailed model the intensity ratio between the

π⋆ ← π and the σ⋆ ← σ resonanes an have limited variability, mainly due to harge

e�ets, whereas the π⋆ ← π resonane an hange its shape more freely depending

on the spei� speies inluded in the mixture, sine the exat positions of π⋆ ← π
transitions are rather variable in individual speies.

When �tting the same extintion urve, espeially if it is a relatively non�standard

one, the extintion omponent due to lassial dust has to ompensate these di�er-

enes, resulting in the observed di�erene in lassial dust distributions between the

two models (see �gure 3.5).
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LoS Nd fv w fsp2 a− a+ b− b+ q χ2
red

(µm(q−3)

) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm)

Average ISEC

1.013 (0.016) 0.45 (0.02) 1.3 (0.5) 0.98 (0.05) 5.10 (0.24) 11.9 (2.6) 63.3 (2.3) 491 (12) 3.469 (0.002) < ε4

0.999711 (< ε1) 0.45 (< ε2) 0.97 (< ε2) 0.92 (< ε2) 5.00 (< ε2) 27.00 (< ε2) 70.40 (< ε2) 493.06 (< ε2) 3.4727 (< ε3) < ε4

HD12323

1.152 (0.011) 0.44 (0.01) 0.95 (0.23) 0.5 (0.3) 5.00 (< ε2) 13.2 (1.3) 56.8 (2.8) 465 (6) 3.4487 (0.0013) < ε4

1.128 (0.022) 0.48 (0.03) 0.75 (0.13) 0.67 (0.13) 5.00 (< ε2) 42 (6) 133 (28) 492 (11) 3.48 (0.01) < ε4

HD13659

0.966 (0.004) 0.47 (0.01) 0.67 (0.06) 0.87 (0.06) 5.00 (< ε2) 14.45 (0.08) 55.2 (1.2) 479.2 (2.7) 3.4664 (0.0004) 0.4

1.0246 (0.0018) 0.36 (< ε2) 0.51 (< ε2) 0.00 (< ε2) 5.00 (< ε2) 55.5 (0.4) 129.4 (1.8) 485.99 (0.24) 3.4945 (0.0005) 0.2

HD147165

0.9978 (0.0022) 0.32 (< ε2) 3.00 (< ε2) 1.00 (0.01) 5.05 (0.05) 13.05 (0.23) 67.96 (0.19) 517.5 (1.3) 3.4714 (0.0004) 0.1

0.998617 (< ε1) 0.37 (< ε2) 3.00 (< ε2) 0.78 (< ε2) 6.37 (< ε2) 13.65 (< ε2) 65.00 (< ε2) 566.37 (< ε2) 3.4717 (< ε3) 0.2

HD151346

1.024 (0.007) 0.35 (0.01) 1.55 (0.14) 1.00 (< ε2) 5.38 (0.05) 7.8 (0.4) 69.4 (0.8) 515.0 (3.0) 3.4659 (0.0007) 0.1

0.969 (0.004) 0.27 (0.01) 0.98 (0.04) 0.91 (0.01) 5.00 (< ε2) 26.1 (0.7) 107.7 (1.5) 492.2 (1.0) 3.4874 (0.0015) 0.1

HD185418

0.968582 (< ε1) 0.50 (< ε2) 1.00 (< ε2) 0.50 (< ε2) 8.00 (< ε2) 20.00 (< ε2) 70.00 (< ε2) 459.00 (< ε2) 3.3948 (< ε3) 0.9

0.933621 (< ε1) 0.52 (< ε2) 3.00 (< ε2) 0.07 (< ε2) 5.00 (< ε2) 24.97 (< ε2) 85.87 (< ε2) 470.13 (< ε2) 3.3957 (< ε3) 0.1

HD197702

0.852 (0.007) 0.39 (0.02) 3.00 (< ε2) 1.00 (< ε2) 5.00 (< ε2) 17.1 (0.4) 55.7 (1.7) 523.8 (2.7) 3.4930 (0.0011) 0.8

0.864020 (< ε1) 0.09 (< ε2) 3.00 (< ε2) 1.00 (< ε2) 5.10 (< ε2) 28.00 (< ε2) 45.41 (< ε2) 567.33 (< ε2) 3.5098 (< ε3) 0.1

HD210121

1.198 (0.011) 0.43 (0.03) 0.00 (< ε2) 1.00 (< ε2) 5.01 (0.02) 11.7 (0.7) 65.1 (0.9) 400 (10) 3.4420 (0.0026) 0.1

1.860 (0.009) 0.46 (0.03) 0.61 (0.06) 0.21 (0.12) 5.00 (< ε2) 47.2 (1.1) 252.6 (2.4) 386.8 (2.4) 3.4501 (0.0009) < ε4

VCT10

0.970 (0.029) 0.44 (0.04) 1.24 (0.27) 0.94 (0.07) 5.00 (< ε2) 13.3 (1.2) 74 (6) 600 (60) 3.487 (0.007) 1.4

0.9854 (0.0016) 0.33 (0.01) 0.45 (0.02) 0.66 (0.02) 5.00 (< ε2) 36.34 (0.17) 160 (4) 561.1 (1.3) 3.5054 (0.0015) 0.4

Table 3.1: Classial dust omponent parameters, obtained from the simpli�ed and the detailed models, for the average ISEC and for the lines of sight plotted in �gure (3.4).

We adopt ε1 = 0.000001, ε2 = 0.01, ε3 = 0.0001, ε4 = 0.1. Note that this table is an exerpt of the of the online table (4) of Mulas et al. (2013).
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Si/H (ppM) C/H (ppM)

Small grains Large grains Total Small grains Large grains PAHs Total

Average ISEC

1.9 (0.7) 40.6 (1.2) 42.5 (1.7) 9.8 (3.9) 8.8 (3.2) 126.9 (9.3) 145.5 (12.2)

6.0 (< ε) 39.0 (< ε) 45.0 (< ε) 14.5 (< ε) 5.7 (< ε) 64.3 (2.3) 84.5 (2.3)

HD12323

2.6 (0.3) 44.2 (2.1) 46.8 (2.2) 7.3 (3.3) 5.6 (2.3) 141.0 (6.9) 153.9 (7.3)

8.6 (1.1) 27.2 (3.2) 35.8 (2.2) 10.3 (1.9) 1.9 (0.5) 281.1 (46.1) 293.2 (46.0)

HD13659

2.6 (< ε) 33.6 (0.7) 36.2 (0.7) 5.8 (0.7) 3.8 (0.6) 85.1 (1.1) 94.7 (2.3)

11.4 (< ε) 26.0 (0.3) 37.5 (0.2) 4.1 (< ε) 0.6 (< ε) 70.5 (0.5) 75.2 (0.5)

HD147165

1.9 (0.1) 59.3 (0.1) 61.2 (0.1) 27.3 (0.4) 27.7 (0.2) 82.8 (1.4) 137.8 (1.6)

1.9 (0.1) 59.3 (< ε) 61.1 (0.1) 21.7 (1.1) 23.3 (< ε) 40.2 (0.6) 85.3 (1.3)

HD151346

1.0 (0.2) 62.6 (0.7) 63.6 (0.6) 9.4 (1.0) 15.0 (1.4) 119.0 (3.4) 143.4 (3.8)

9.4 (0.3) 52.3 (0.4) 61.7 (0.3) 23.3 (1.0) 6.2 (0.3) 71.7 (1.8) 101.3 (2.5)

HD185418

3.9 (0.2) 42.1 (< ε) 46.0 (0.2) 8.2 (0.7) 4.7 (< ε) 154.2 (< ε) 167.1 (0.7)

3.1 (< ε) 37.6 (< ε) 40.8 (< ε) 11.8 (< ε) 7.1 (< ε) 78.6 (0.9) 97.5 (0.9)

HD197702

3.1 (0.2) 61.5 (1.7) 64.6 (1.9) 36.8 (1.7) 31.7 (1.5) 158.8 (1.8) 227.3 (4.9)

8.7 (< ε) 91.8 (< ε) 100.5 (< ε) 72.1 (0.2) 50.4 (< ε) 46.4 (0.6) 168.8 (0.6)

HD210121

2.3 (0.3) 27.7 (0.5) 30.0 (0.8) 0.0 (< ε) 0.0 (< ε) 87.0 (5.7) 87.0 (5.7)

7.7 (0.3) 8.2 (0.2) 15.9 (0.5) 4.6 (0.5) 0.2 (< ε) 257.3 (6.4) 262.1 (6.2)

VCT30

2.1 (0.6) 73.4 (2.7) 75.6 (2.3) 31.0 (7.1) 34.7 (2.4) 45.4 (5.8) 111.1 (9.2)

12.4 (0.3) 73.4 (0.9) 85.7 (0.8) 22.1 (0.7) 7.0 (0.2) 34.9 (7.6) 64.1 (7.9)

Table 3.2: Si and C abundanes resulting from the simple and detailed models for the average ISEC and for the lines of sight plotted in �gure (3.4). All the

abundanes are expressed in ppM. We adopt ε = 0.1. This table is an exerpt of the online table (5) of Mulas et al. (2013).
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Figure (3.6), ompares the �tted values for omologous parameters obtained with

the two models. These parameter values an be straightforwardly translated into abun-

danes for the Si and C loked into lassial dust grains. These are listed in the online

table (5) of Mulas et al. (2013), of whih table (3.2) is an exerpt. The same table lists

the abundane of C loked in PAHs resulting from the simpli�ed and detailed models

and the total abundane of C.

On average, the simpli�ed model seems to require a bit more C in PAHs. Again,

�gures (3.7) and (3.8) ompare Si and C abundanes resulting from the simple and

detailed models for the whole set of lines of sight.

With our statistially large sample we �nd that abundanes of elements loked in

the lassial dust omponent obtained with the simpli�ed model are within a fator

of ∼ 2 of the ones derived using the detailed desription. In partiular, the simpli�ed

model yields Si abundane in dust almost always very lose to 50 ppM, whereas this

is more variable in the detailed model, ranging mostly between ∼20 and 70 ppM. The

abundane of C loked in lassial dust mantles shows larger variations in the statistial

sample, but still the simpli�ed versus detailed values are within a fator of ∼ 2 of eah

other. In ases in whih suh auray (a fator of 2) is aeptable, it is therefore safe

to use the simpli�ed model to determine suh parameters.

The abundane of C in PAHs is alibrated in the simpli�ed model as proportional

to the oe�ient of the �rst Lorentzian (i. e. the bump). They are here also determined

from the population of PAHs in the detailed model �ts, and �gure (3.9) shows the om-

parison, with superimposed the best��tting straight line. That alibration relied solely

on the integrated area of the �rst Lorentzian, disregarding the seond Lorentzian and

the uto� at low energies (assumed beause PAHs mostly do not absorb at wavelengths

longer than the visible). It may be loser to physis to orrelate the abundane of C in

PAHs to their integrated absorption in the whole modelled range. We therefore om-

puted this integral between 1 and 8.7 µm−1
(the observational range), and plotted it

against the abundane of C in PAHs obtained from the detailed model in �gure (3.10),

along with the best �tting straight line. Indeed, points in �gure (3.10) are more losely

paked to the regression line with respet to �gure (3.9). The regression line results to

have a oe�ient ∼ 12 ppM µm mag

−1
.

Abundanes of C in PAHs obtained from the simpli�ed model using only the �tted

oe�ient and the integral of both Lorentzians inluding ut�o� are respetively within

a fator of ∼ 4 and ∼ 2 of the ones obtained with the detailed one, aross the statistial

sample. Again, if suh additional systemati unertainty is aeptable, one an safely

hoose the simpli�ed model over the detailed one for this purpose. In this ase, however,

we reommend to use the alibration on the integral of the simpli�ed PAH absorption

(inluding both Lorentzian and ut�o� funtions) instead of just the oe�ient of the

�rst Lorentzian, sine this is both more aurate and unbiased, whereas using only the

�rst Lorentzian will systematially overestimate C abundane in PAHs.

3.5.3 The harge of PAH mixture

Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2008), �rst introduing the detailed model and applying it to

a few lines of sight, obtained that whereas the detailed PAH omposition is poorly

onstrained by the �t, some global properties of the mixture result to be relatively

strongly onstrained. This is most remarkably true for the total abundane of C atoms

in PAHs, and for the average harge per arbon atom. We here go further, and try

to understand whether, in eah line of sight, PAHs appear to onentrate only in the
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between homologous parameters obtained with the simpli�ed and the de-

tailed models. Values for the average ISEC are overplotted with a red �x�.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between Si abundanes loked into lassial dust grain obtained from the

simpli�ed and the detailed models. Values for the average ISEC are overplotted with a red �x�.

Figure 3.8: Comparison between C abundanes loked into lassial dust grain obtained from the

simpli�ed and the detailed models. Values for the average ISEC are overplotted with a red �x�.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between C abundanes loked into PAHs obtained from the simpli�ed and

detailed models. In the simpli�ed version arbon abundanes are proportional to Lp1. Values for the
average ISEC are overplotted with a red �x�. Solid line: best �tting straight line.

Figure 3.10: Comparison between C abundanes loked into PAHs obtained from the detailed models

and the integral of the �PAH� omponent of the simpli�ed modes throughout the extintion urve,

namely between 1 and 8.7 µm−1
. Values for the average ISEC are overplotted with a red �x�. Solid

line: best �tting straight line.
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Figure 3.11: Average harge per C atom versus its RMS dispersion. Values for the average ISEC are

overplotted with a red �x�.

harge state losest to the average harge per C atom, or instead they spread over all

harge states. To study this, for eah line of sight we omputed the RMS dispersion

of the distribution of the harge per arbon atom. The obtained values are reported

for the full set of lines of sight in the online table (6) of Mulas et al. (2013) of whih

table (3.3) is an exerpt.

Figure (3.11) plots the average harge per C atom versus its RMS dispersion. The

RMS dispersion is mostly lustered around ∼ 0.6 e−/NC, whereas the average harge

ranges from ∼ −0.5 to ∼ 0.9 e−/NC. Sine the PAHs in our mixture range in size from

10 to 66 C atoms, this orresponds to any �tted mixture to always inlude a little more

than two harge states, with the average harge hanges between lines of sight being

signi�ant with respet to its intrinsi dispersion.

LoS < Q > /NC σQ/NC

Average ISEC 0.017(0.012) 0.06(0.01)

HD12323 0.010(0.013) 0.06(0.01)

HD13659 -0.008(0.008) 0.0654(0.0014)

HD147165 0.028(0.007) 0.049(0.005)

HD151346 0.020(0.006) 0.060(0.007)

HD185418 0.032(0.008) 0.057(0.006)

HD197702 0.032(0.008) 0.057(0.003)

HD210121 -0.007(0.008) 0.0655442

VCT10 0.004(0.002) 0.0616(0.0014)

Table 3.3: Average harges per C atoms and RMS dispersions obtained with the detailed model for

the average ISEC and for the lines of sight plotted in �gure (3.4). This table is an exerpt of of the

online table (6) of Mulas et al. (2013).
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Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2008) noted that on their small set of lines of sight the av-

erage harge per C atom appeared to orrelate with the ratio c4/c3 of the c4 and c3
parameters of the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) parametrisation. In this parametrisa-

tion, the c3 parameter is the bump intensity, while c4 is the intensity of the non�linear

FUV rise. The ratio c4/c3 is therefore highest for lines of sight with a bumpless ex-

tintion and large non�linear FUV rise (e. g., VCT10), whereas it is low for lines of

sight with the reverse behaviour (e. g., HD 185418). Indeed, it is a known systemati

spetrosopi trend that PAHs, with inreasing positive ionisation, have a larger gap

between the π⋆ ← π and the σ⋆ ← σ resonanes (Cehi-Pestellini et al., 2008). This

trend has been found to beome weaker for larger and larger PAHs (Steglih et al.,

2011), beause preditably one more or less eletron makes less and less di�erene for a

very big moleule with hundreds of eletrons; however, this is balaned if one normalises

harge to the number of C atoms in the moleule, as we do here.

Figure (3.12) shows the relation between the average harge per C atom and c4/c3
for all lines of sight. Lines of sight in di�erent intervals of RV are shown with di�erent

symbols and olours. Even simple visual inspetion of �gure (3.12) shows that there is

some positive orrelation, and that this hanges somewhat with RV . It is also apparent

that there is a quite real satter, whih annot be dismissed as just due to measurement

and �tting errors. This tells us that PAH harge does play a role in determining the

ratio between bump and FUV non�linear rise intensities, but it also tells us that it does

not solely determine it. Indeed, it is instrutive to examine the lines of sight with very

weak bumps but steep FUV extintion in �gure (3.4), and look in detail at the �tted

PAH and lassial dust ontributions. One might naïvely expet to �nd a vanishing

ontribution from PAHs in these ases, whih indeed are �tted, in the simpli�ed model,

by a vanishing �rst Lorentzian and a simultaneously large seond one. Exploiting the

full PAH representation, it is impossible to ahieve suh extreme ratios between the

σ⋆ ← σ and π⋆ ← π resonanes, whih have only limited variability due to harge

e�ets. Thus, even in bumpless extintion urves the PAH omponent is well present,

but the π⋆ ← π PAH resonane is masked by the weak underlying lassial extintion.

Along bumpless lines of sight, in going from small to high energies, the extintion due to

dust �attens under the bump region, and resumes its linear rise at higher energies, when

extintion due to small partiles kiks in. This happens beause there is a wavenumber

range in whih extintion due to big grains saturates to its optial limit, and small

partiles do not ontribute muh yet.

This is onsistent with observations showing sometimes quite non�negligible PAH

emission from regions with bumpless extintion urves (see e. g. Paradis et al., 2011,

Sandstrom et al., 2012). We onlude that there is an interplay between PAH harge

state and lassial dust size distributions in determining the observed c4/c3 ratios. This
also explains the di�erenes in �gure (3.12) between subsets of lines of sight in di�erent

RV intervals, sine larger RV values roughly translate into larger average grain sizes.

From an observational point of view, bumpless extintion urves typially orrespond to

regions with harsher irradiation onditions. From a physial standpoint, this is expeted

to a�et PAH harge state and dust size distributions. A large UV radiation density

may destroy smaller dust partiles, thus inreasing RV and the size gap between small

and large dust grains. At the same time, an inrease in the UV radiation density tends

to move average PAH harge towards more positive values. However, in this ase suh

e�et an be balaned and/or masked by other environmental onditions, e. g., eletron

density and seletive destrution of smaller PAHs (thereby dereasing the absolute value

of average harge per C atom). It is therefore not surprising that it is not possible to �nd
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Figure 3.12: Relation between the average harge per C atom and c4/c3 for all lines of sight. Di�erent
symbols and olors refer to di�erent intervals of RV . Values for the average ISEC are overplotted with

a blak irle.

simple, perfet orrelations relating individual Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) empirial

parameters and the more physial (albeit model�dependent) results from our �ts.

As an example, �gure (3.13) shows a 3�D plot with average PAH harge per C atom,

gap of the dust size distribution, and c4/c3, seen from two di�erent viewing angles. The

points learly do not oupy all spae, but all three quantities relate together in an

interdependent way.

A thorough analysis of the omplex relations relating observational, empirial and

�physial� (�tted) parameters requires applying appropriate statistial multivariate anal-

ysis tehniques. This is de�nitely out of the sope of our work at this stage, and will

be a starting point for next works disussions.

3.5.4 Detailed PAH omposition: unonstrained

In the online �gures from 2.1 to 2.329 of our paper: Mulas et al. (2013), the right panel

shows an histogram with the average distribution of C among the PAHs we inlude in

our model, in all four harge states, for eah line of sight, along with the individual �ts

in left panel. An example is given in �gure (3.14).

These kinds of histograms an be useful to explore trends among di�erent PAH

subgroups, for spei� lines of sight. However, one should be well aware that individual

PAH abundanes are very poorly (if at all) determined by the extintion urve alone.

This is lear if one inspets the ovariane matries of the C abundane in individual

PAHs for an individual line of sight (all available as online material of the paper Mulas

et al. 2013). To make this visually apparent, �gure (3.15) shows one typial individual

extintion urve (dotted line), along with its best �t (blue line), and the �t obtained

by removing from the PAH mixture the speies determined to be most abundant in

the best �t, inluding ∼ 98% of the C in PAHs in the best �t. The left panel of
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Figure 3.13: Oupation volume in the parameter spae of the average PAH harge per C atom, the

"missing grain" interval in the dust size distribution, and the observational ratio c4/c3. Values for the
average ISEC are overplotted with an X.
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Figure 3.14: Left panel : Fit to the normalized extintion urve. Solid lines: �t; dashed lines:

lassial dust ontribution; dot�dashed lines: PAHs. The lightly shaded area is the 1�σ observational

error range given in Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007)). Right panel : histogram of Carbon distribution

among syntheti PAH populations, averaged over their statistis.

�gure (3.16) shows the histogram orresponding to the best �t, the right panel shows

the same histogram for the �degraded� �t. The degraded �t is therefore obtained by

deliberately inluding only those PAHs whih were essentially absent in the best �t.

In �gure (3.15), with the same olour oding used for the �tted urves, we show the

residuals (multiplied by 2 to make them more visible) of the two �ts with respet to the

observed extintion urve. It is lear that the red �t is still perfetly aeptable, despite

our best e�orts in deliberately sabotaging it. However, the total amount of C in PAHs

and the average harge per C atom in PAHs is very nearly unhanged in the two �ts,

showing again that these quantities are well onstrained by the extintion urve alone

within our detailed model.

3.6 Disussion

In this work we systematially applied the [CM℄

2
model to the 328 individual Galati

extintion urves observed by Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007). Most previous attempts to

apply interstellar dust models to observations have been limited to the average Galati

ISEC or to a few individual diretions. We demonstrate that our physial extintion

model an suessfully �t a very large sample of extintion urves without exeptions.

It also brings forward the need for future modelling of interstellar matter to onsider

the number of free parameters as an important issue that should not to be negleted.

The results depited in the preeding setions provide the �rst global harateri-

zation of the galati extintion in terms of the physial parameters of a well�de�ned

dust model, inluding a mixture of individual PAHs, desribed by their atual quan-

tum properties. We found that solids and moleules are tightly oupled and both of

them onur in the determination of interstellar extintion. Suh onlusion is muh
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Figure 3.15: Best �t, its degradation, and residuals for the line of sight towards HD 698. Dotted lines:

observational data; red lines: best �t: blue lines: degraded �ts. Lightly shaded area: observational

error range taken from Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007).

Figure 3.16: Distribution of Carbon among syntheti PAH populations for HD 698. Left panel : best

�t; right panel : degraded �t (see text).
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less obvious than what model assumptions would suggest. For instane, while in most

of the ases dust grains provide the "perfet" baseline (in the spirit of the Fitzpatrik

and Massa 2007 parametrization) for the PAH ensemble resonanes, in a few "peuliar"

lines of sight their extintion properties appear to hide the 217.5 nm feature.

The �rst and most evident result of this work is that the [CM℄

2
model an adequately

reprodue all the extintion urves in the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) sample. Suh

onlusion is not terribly exiting per se, and to some extent expeted. Still, it is

interesting that a physially simple model (despite the apparently large number of

225 free parameters) an math all observed variations. The physial simpliity of

the model is promising for investigating how a small number of physial quantities,

de�ning the environment, an drive the whole model to respond as a whole. This is

the missing link needed to reonile the unavoidable omplexity of any phisial model

with the small number (less than six) of empirial parameters neessary to aount for

observations(Cardelli et al. 1989, Fitzpatrik and Massa 2007, Kreªowski and Strobel

2012). This will also make it possible to investigate the onditions that haraterise

the observational exeptions, i.e. the lines of sight whih fail to be �tted by empirial

parametrizations (e.g. HD 210121).

The present modelling e�ort already produed a number of diret and indiret results

providing a starting point for future investigations. Our results an be summarized as

follows.

1. The total number of C atoms loked in both solids and moleules is largely on-

sistent with the available interstellar budget. Conversely, this model requires

somewhat too muh Si for a onsistent fration of the 328 observed lines of sight

(see �gure 3.17). The average Galati ISEC falls lose to elemental onstraints.

However, our use of old optial onstants for dust materials (i. e., Draine 1985,

Rouleau and Martin 1991, Ashok et al. 1991) probably ontributes in exhausting

the available atoms. Indeed, Zubko et al. (2004), using a revision of the Rouleau

and Martin (1991) optial onstants were able to put forward an interstellar dust

model whose results are onsistent with interstellar element abundanes. More-

over, we emphasize that our �tting algorithm aims at the very best math with

the observed ISEC, with no regard to abundane onstraints, obtaining an unre-

alistially perfet math. It would be easy to substantially redue the required

abundane of C and Si at the prie of a slightly worse �t, but still largely ompat-

ible with observations within measurement errors. As an example we onsider the

ase of BD+56518; in the previous hapter we derived a �t muh less onstrained

than the one derived here (but still smoothly within 1 σ); suh a desription led to
the exploitation of 5 ppM of Si, 6 ppM of Carbon in lassial grains, and 48 ppM

of Carbon in PAHs. On the other hand, from the data in the online table (5) of

Mulas et al. (2013), we �nd orresponding abundanes of 34 ppM (Si), 13 ppM

(C), and 127 ppM (C), respetively. In future works, we may introdue in the �t

an inreasing χ2
penalty term for abundanes inreasingly exeeding observational

onstraints.

In any ase, the use of the sole average Galati ISEC does not provide a reliable

validation of dust models; in partiular, hemial and physial harateristis of

spei� lines of sight, suh as e. g., metal abundanes, should be inluded in the

endorsement proess.

2. In the UV, lassial dust grains ontribute an almost gray baseline to the extin-

tion for the totality of lines of sight explored in this work. Again, suh result is not
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Figure 3.17: Total Si and C abundanes in ppM. The red ross represents the average ISEC. Boxes

refer to observational onstraints: solar taken in Asplund et al. (2009), Mathis (2000) and Be, F and

G stars from Zubko et al. (2004).

totally unexpeted, and it re�ets the a priori hoie of the bump arriers with re-

spet to the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) parametrization of ISECs. Despite the

apparently large number of free parameters, the model is far from being in�nitely

�exible, beause many of suh parameters ontrol the extintion properties of the

mixture within a sti� lass of morphologial pro�les. The visible part of any ISEC

is mainly produed by the large size part of the dust distribution, while the UV

rise is due to the ontribution of small grains and PAHs �oating on the top of

the �at, saturated extintion of the large ones. In other words, dust grains are

�fored� to behave in this way, in response to the shape of the onvolved π⋆ ← π
and σ⋆ ← σ resonanes of the PAH ensemble. This implies that the desription of

lassial dust grains is far from be unique, and is poorly onstrained by the data,

as long as the �orret� size distribution is employed. This is not a new onept,

but it is here validated against a statistially relevant sample of lines of sight.

3. In spite of the detailed PAH hemial omposition being poorly onstrained by

extintion data, some global properties of the moleular ensemble are well de-

termined, e. g., the olumn density of Carbon atoms loked in PAHs, and the

mean harge of the moleular mixture. By ontrast, individual speies are in-

terhangeable and expendable, and no individual property is highlighted by the

�tting proedure. We onlude that many loose mixtures of a relatively small

number of PAHs may reprodue the features of the extintion urve in the UV,

without signi�ant losses in the auray of the desription. Unfortunately, suh

onlusion opens out to the more general question of the stability of the 217.5 nm

feature: why should a random assembling of di�erent moleules provide the same

extintion pro�le, modulo the di�erenes in the pro�le width, along di�erent lines

of sight? We know that not all the linear ombinations of PAHs are onsistent
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with the interstellar features (e. g., Malloi et al. 2007). A similar problem is

posed by models onsidering graphite grains responsible of the 217.5 nm feature.

Extintion alulations indiate that graphite partiles must exist in a relatively

narrow size range and be almost spherial in shape (Draine, 1988). As a onse-

quene, the straight assumption of a set of PAHs as bump arriers appears to be

at best somewhat arti�ial. If a set of PAHs (suh as we �nd) were indeed to

produe the observed extintion, there must be a (heretofore unknown) hemial

seletion mehanism at work.

4. We found that, in the framework of our model, bumpless extintion urves are not

neessarily lines of sight devoid of PAHs, but rather that the π⋆ ← π PAH absorp-

tion an be very e�etively masked by a large gap between the maximum size limit

of small dust grains and the minimum size limit of large ones. Thus, the present

model was here proven to be su�ient, without additional omponents, to �t all

observed extintion urves. On the other hand, the previous disussion makes

suh onlusion suspiious, unless bumpless extintion urves ould be de�ned

only with respet to the properties of lassial grains. A possible observational

test would be to look for some peuliar ISEC with a �dip� in the bump regions,

whih would be observable if the �hole� in the dust grain size distribution and the

mixture of PAHs do not perfetly anel eah other in a smooth extintion urve.

When extintion urves are very steep (e.g, HD 62542) the weakness of the bump

may be apparent, being an artefat of the normalization (Fitzpatrik, 2004). How-

ever, suh suggestion may fail in explaining the weakening of the bump in the

�attest (highest RV ) extintion urves, suh as HD 29647. Whatever the ase

may be, suppression of the π−plasmon resonane in small arbon partiles an

be obtained by inreasing the density of sp3 bonds (e. g. Jones et al. 1990, Duley
2006a). This may suggest super�hydrogenation (Heht, 1986) or the presene of

a fration of arbon in nanodiamonds (e. g., Rai and Rastogi 2010).

5. The numerial tendeny to go below the lowest limit of 5 nm in partile size in

a signi�ant number of �tted lines of sight (and some physial sense) suggests

the presene of an additional omponent of very small grains. Suh partiles

might be arbon mantle fragments, possibly produed during some destrutive

events, or an independent population of very small arbonaeous grains (Desert

et al., 1986). Suh very small partiles are unlikely to inlude siliates, sine they

would be stohastially heated by single photon absorption events and would

produe signi�ant emission in siliate bands, whih is not observed; still, Li and

Draine (2001b) argued that a small amount of very small siliati grains might

be present. In a dynamial senario, this �mesosopi� arbonaeous omponent,

heated in a hydrogen plasma (e. g., shoks) may rearrange some of its arbon

skeletons from sp2 to sp3 bondings (e. g., Landstrass and Ravi 1989, Furton and

Witt 1993). Suh proessed partiles would be partially aliphati and therefore

would have optial properties qualitatively di�erent from a superposition of PAH

ross�setions; they might provide an e�ient extintion in the FUV without the

bump at 217.5 nm (as impliitly suggested by the results of simpli�ed version

model). In di�erent physial onditions, some of the very small arbonaeous

grains might instead evaporate, produing PAHs, as suggested by Cesarsky et al.

(2000) and supported by observational evidene in some environments (Rapaioli

et al., 2005, Berné et al., 2007).
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6. We highlighted that the ratio between the observed intensities of the non�linear

FUV rise and of the UV bump results from the ombined e�et of PAH harge on

PAH absorption features and from hanges in the lassial dust size distributions,

in a omplex interplay. This behaviour, together with the variations of the spetral

properties of PAHs in di�erent harge states (see �gure 1 in Cehi-Pestellini et al.

2008) naturally lead to the observed weak anti�orrelation between non�linear

FUV rise and of UV bump intensities.
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Chapter 4

The evolving dust

4.1 Introdution

The life yle of osmi matter is losely related to the yle of the ISM and of our

Galaxy. During its lifetime, dust grains are a�eted by many proesses as they go

from di�use to dense louds or during the ollapse of dense moleular louds. These

proesses may destroy the grains, violently, by shattering, or more gently, by sputter-

ing, determining e.g., their size distribution. The wide variations of ISECs in the MWG

(Fitzpatrik and Massa, 2007) and other galaxies (e.g., Maíz Apellániz and Rubio 2012)

may, thus, re�et the intrinsi variability expeted from an ISM with a wide range in

physial properties and grain�proessing histories. Sine suh proesses are random in

nature, it may appear di�ult to reonile the remarkable variations of the interstel-

lar extintion pro�les within an uni�ed sheme. Still, ISECs have been shown to be

haraterised by a very small number of regulatory parameters (e.g., Valeni et al.

2004).

The models originating with Jones et al. (1990) and pursued in detail by Cehi-

Pestellini and Williams (1998) and Cehi-Pestellini et al. (2010) laim that the physial

and hemial nature of grains � and in partiular their optial properties � respond

to the loal physial onditions in the di�use ISM and evolve in time. Carbon in the

H�rih di�use interstellar gas is deposited on siliate dust grains initially in the form

of sp3 hydrogenated amorphous arbon (see Setion 1.7.2). The interstellar radiation

�eld then progressively proesses this material into a H�poor sp2 arbon on a time

sale expeted to be less than or about one million years. The reverse re�hydrogenation

reation also takes plae, driven by aretion of hot hydrogen atoms, so that the net

rate of graphitisation results from the ompetition between the two opposite proesses,

depending on loal onditions. The deposition time is on the order of a few Myr for

typial number densities, while removal of the arbon by relatively low�veloity shoks

is probably on the same timesale. In this senario, therefore, the extintion aused

by suh grains varies with time. We aim to show that the hanging nature of the

ISEC may be understood, within the framework of suh a model, as a manifestation

of the evolution of arbon in the ISM, whih in turn depends mainly on the relative

abundanes of sp2 and sp3 bonding sites (e.g., Chiar et al. 2013). Our onlusions are

based on the global haraterisation of the galati extintion (although limited to just

two kp around the Sun's loation in the MWG) in terms of the physial parameters of

the [CM]2 dust model performed by us in the previous hapter.

The interpretation of the obtained parameter values, from the �t of 328 ISECs by
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means the [CM]2 dust model, requires an underlying hemial and physial desription

of the properties of dust materials, and of their response to the loal physial ondi-

tions along spei� lines of sight. In the light of suh a physial interpretation, eah

set of �tted parameters is the produt of the history of a given dust population, and

an be used to tell its tale. We here derive a model of the evolution of dust partiles,

and ompare its preditions with the results of the previous hapter. It is well�known

that hanges in the optial properties of hydrogenated amorphous arbon are driven

by UV irradiation and thermal annealing proesses (Iida et al., 1984, Robertson, 1991).

Suh events our in spae mainly in response to UV radiation �elds (Jones, 2012a).

We model the proess onsidering gas�phase arbon progressively deposited on siliate

ores. Initially, mantles are assumed to be H�rih amorphous arbon. This assump-

tion is the natural onsequene of deposition ourring in an atomi H�environment.

Simultaneous UV proessing of this material forms two distint onentri shells, on-

neted by a fuzzy transition layer to aount for arbon mantle formation by suessive

deposition of atoms (see Iatì et al. 2008, for details). If the annealing time�sale is

muh faster than deposition, or when the available gas�phase arbon is exhausted, the

outer sp3 layer beomes vanishingly thin. If, onversely, the annealing time�sale is

muh slower than deposition, the H�rih arbon mantle will beome optially thik in

the UV, so that sp3 layers deeper than approximately 20 nm will be shielded and will

not be further proessed (Jones, 2012b). Although simpli�ed, this approah allows to

follow in fair detail the ompositional and strutural evolution of dust arbonaeous

materials, and their impat on the optial properties of dust.

Reently, Jones et al. (2013) put forward a dust model in whih aliphati arbon

deposition is assumed to our in dense louds, whereas proessing ours in di�use

louds. Moreover, they inlude a population of large arbonaeous grains, initially

H�rih before proessing. For the thik aliphati mantles they assume to be deposited

in dense louds, and even more so for big arbonaeous grains, self�shielding is an issue,

and under their assumptions is reasonable to expet more proessed material in outer

layers and less proessed material inside. Atually, one would expet even an onion

struture, when more yles aumulate. If it is assumed that in di�use interstellar

regions photo�proessing rates are enough fast, the outer layer of freshly deposited, still

unproessed, aliphati material would be so thin to be negligible.

In the present evolutionary model of mantle aretion and proessing, whih we

onsider to our in the di�use to transluent ISM (i. e. not in moleular dense louds),

we allow for an ample range of densities and radiation �eld intensities, and quantitatively

follow the time evolution of grain mantles, using a time�dependent gas�phase hemistry

model to determine the time�dependent deposition rate. This is a signi�ant di�erene

from Jones et al. (2013) model, in whih mantle thikness and the fration of proessed

vs. unproessed arbon are not allowed to vary but stem from assumptions.

Our purpose is giving a physial interpretation of the observed visible�UV extintion

urves in Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) as �tted in the previous hapter with the [CM]2

model. All of these lines of sight have a relatively low extintion, whih is an obvious

observational bias due to the availability of UV observations. This observational bias,

however, translates in a physial one: eah low extintion line of sight in the solar viin-

ity is more sensibly representable with a single set of dust model parameters. It would

be oneptually wrong and physially meaningless to try to use suh a simplisti repre-

sentation to interpret any observations of lines of sight with a muh larger extintion,

unless there are strong reasons to believe that it is spei�ally dominated by a single,

remarkably uniform set of onditions aross the whole line of sight. Reality is usually
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more ompliated, as in heavily reddened lines of sight there is typially a superposition

of numerous interstellar louds with more or less widely di�erent physial onditions.

4.2 The model of interstellar dust evolution

4.2.1 Outline

Initially, the siliate ores are assumed to be bare. Then, arbon is deposited kinetially

from the gas with a rate depending on gas density and temperature. The resulting solid

arbon layer is assumed, at the deposition, to be hydrogen�rih and sp3 bonded. UV

irradiation of the H�rih polymeri arbon will redue the H�ontent and lower the

bandgap energy, making the material appear more graphiti, inreasing the absorption

of suh material in the visible, and ausing luminesene in the IR. Conversely, the

exposure of graphiti arbon to hot H atoms an reverse the proess: the arbon beomes

riher in hydrogen, the bandgap inreases, the material absorbs more strongly in the

UV and luminesenes in the visible with high e�ieny. Strong UV proessing (e.g., in

photon�dominated regions) and su�iently elevated temperatures (e.g., during a shok)

will remove the arbon mantles entirely in the form of arbon atoms and ions, arbon

moleules and radials and polyyli aromati hydroarbons (PAHs).

Suh a yle of arbon in and out of dust is desribed by a set of ordinary di�erential

equations, that follows the evolution in time of the available arbon fration xC, the

deposited polymeri sp3 arbon fration xsp3
, and its radiation annealed sp2 ounterpart

xsp2


































dxC
dt = − (A+ kchem)xC

dxsp3

dt = AxC − t−1
pdxsp3 + kH⋆xsp2

dxsp2

dt = t−1
pdxsp3 − kH⋆xsp2

(4.1)

together with the normalisation ondition xC + xsp3 + xsp2 + xgp = 1, xgp being the

frational abundane of gas�phase arbon. The system (4.1) is oupled with an addi-

tional equation for the evolution of arbon olumn density of the material omposing

the mantle NC = δC×w. Sine both mantle density and thikness are funtions of time

we derive the mantle width evolution as follows

dNC
dt

= wdδC
dt

+ δC
dw
dt

= DxC

dw
dt

=
(

D
δC

)

xC −
(

w
δC

)

dδC
dt

(4.2)

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) are linked to a set of hemial rate equations desribing

gas�phase hemistry. In equations (4.1) A = ξvC (〈σdnd〉/[H])nH with ξ the arbon

stiking oe�ient, vC =
√

8kTk/πmC the C�grain relative thermal veloity, 〈σdnd〉/[H]
the C�dust ollision rate per nuleon averaged over the dust size distribution, and nH the

total number density of H nulei. kchem is a umulative hemial rate for the formation

of arbon�bearing gas�phase speies suh as CO, kH⋆
the sp2 → sp3 onversion rate via

hot atomi H insertion in the aromati matrix, and

t−1
pd =

∫

σpd(ν)Iultraviolet(ν.Ω)dν dΩ (4.3)
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the photo�darkening rate, σpd(ν) and Iultraviolet being the photo�darkening ross�setion
(e.g., Mennella et al. 2001) and the interstellar UV radiation �eld, respetively. In the

Setion (1.3) we reported as the absorption oe�ient hanges in arbon materials

exposed to irradiation. In the simpli�ed desription adopted here, in whih we on-

sider only the extreme ases of sp

3
and sp

2
material, tpd quantitatively determines the

timesale for UV irradiation to transform the former in the latter.

Finally, in equation (4.2) the oe�ient D = vCmCAC(1 − fPAH)nH is the mass

aretion rate over a spherial surfae, derived assuming grains of di�erent sizes to

arete mantles with the same thikness (Whittet, 2002). In this de�nition AC is

the total arbon elemental abundane and fPAH is the fration of arbon in PAHs.

Sine the two forms of arbon, amorphous and polymeri, have di�erent mass densities,

δsp2 = 2.26 g/m

3
(graphite) and δsp3 = 0.901 g/m

3
(polyethylene), respetively, the

mantle density δC is time�dependent (see the seond term in the rhs of equation 4.2).

We do not onsider PAH aretion onto dust surfae, that is likely to our but with a

marginal rate with respet to atomi C ollisions.

The term kchem summarizes a simple hemial network onstruted from 139 speies

onsisting of the elements H, He, C, O, N, and S. With the exeption of arbon, the

onentrations of the elements relative to H, equal to 10

5
(He), 200 (O), 50 (N), and 3 (S)

ppm, refer exlusively to the abundanes in the gas�phase. The total onentration of C,

in both gas� and solid�phases, is AC = 225 ppm (Snow and Witt, 1996). Estimating

the absolute abundanes of the elements in the ISM is a di�ult task, and here we

operate a onservative hoie. We note that the inrease, or derease, of the available

gas�phase arbon is not linearly re�eted in the mantle aretion rate, whih depends

on the produt of AC and the arbon stiking oe�ient ξ, with this latter quantity

determined by the observationally inferred CO onentrations.

We selet from the UDFA data �le (Woodall et al., 2007) all the reations whih

ouple the speies, for a total number of ∼ 2000 reations. The osmi ray ionisation

rate is 4× the standard UDFA value, i.e., ζ = 5× 10−17
s

−1
. The hemial abundanes

have been heked for onsisteny, but exploited only to derive the value of the stiking

oe�ient onsistent with the presene of the observationally determined abundane of

CO in moleular louds, ξ ≤ 0.1. The hemial model is desribed elsewhere (Casu

et al., 2001). It onsists in a time�dependent photon�dominated region ode that, for

the present alulation, we integrate up to AV = 1 mag, for a two�sided illuminated

loud.

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) should be supplemented with suitable terms desribing

mantle sputtering or evaporation in shoks or other destrutive events (e.g., Jones et al.

1994). However, here we follow dust and hemistry evolution for one yle at a time.

We also do not expliitly inlude re�hydrogenation and set kH⋆ = 0. Starting with

bare siliate ores, the initial onditions at t = 0 are xC = 1, xgp = 0, w = 0, and
xsp3 = xsp2 = 0. Destrutive events are taken into aount by abruptly removing part

of the mantle, leaving a remnant with an arbitrary sp2/sp3 ratio, and resuming the

evolution from these new initial onditions.

4.2.2 Properties of the solutions

Equations (4.1) and (4.2) an be reast more ompatly. First we deouple gas�phase

hemistry from arbon aretion on dust surfaes by subtrating from the total arbon

abundane the gas�phase omponent, and setting kchem = 0. Then, resaling the in-

tegration variable to ds = T
1/2
k nHdt, and inorporating into the newly de�ned arbon
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elemental abundane ÂC the fator (1 − fPAH) we obtain


























































dxC
ds = −ÂxC

dxsp3

ds
= ÂxC − s−1

pdxsp3

dxsp2

ds
= s−1

pdxsp3

dw
ds

=

(

D̂
δC

)

xC −
(

w
δC

)

dδC
ds

(4.4)

where xC + xsp3 + xsp2 = 1, Â = (8k/πmC)
1/2

(〈σdnd〉/[H]), D̂ = (8kmC/π)
1/2ÂC, and

spd = (T
1/2
k nH/χ)tpd is the resaled photo�darkening time, with χ the inrease of the

interstellar UV radiation �eld Iultraviolet with respet to the interstellar standard value.

We have, thus, a one�parameter system of di�erential equations, whih an be easily

integrated numerially. Solutions starting from the same initial onditions, but with

di�erent spd values, have no other points in ommon but the starting point and the

asymptoti limit (s→∞).

This is apparent from �gure (4.1), whih shows in eah panel the evolutionary traks

resulting from a set of initial onditions. We plot the quantity fsp2 = δsp2xsp2/(δsp2xsp2+
δsp3xsp3 ), a funtion of the parameters of the present evolutionary model, to make pos-

sible a diret omparison with the results of the ISEC �tting proedure (see Chapter 3).

We hose �ve initial onditions, and for eah one we produed urves orresponding to

a grid of sensible values of the only free parameter spd. From the evolutionary point

of view, the urves in left top panel of �gure (4.1) represent the initial evolution from

pristine, naked siliate grains, i. e. the very �rst yle in the life of an interstellar

grain. The other ases represent the evolution of grain mantles restarting after a man-

tle�shattering event. In suh a ase, a small layer of residual mantle is left, whih may

have been rehydrogenated to some extent by impinging hot H atoms in the same event.

In the plot, we also show the iso−s urves, relating di�erent evolutionary traks at the

same values of the evolution parameter s. Curves in the same panel never interset, and

are thus invertible for given initial onditions. Inverting them a (saled) evolutionary

time, sev, is derived from the knowledge of e.g., xsp2
and w for any value of spd.

We onsider ÂC to be onstant along di�erent lines of sight. This is not a strong

approximation as ÂC may vary a fator of 2 − 3 in the loal ISM (e.g., Zubko et al.

2004), and the mantle aretion rate, D̂, depends linearly by this fator. With suh

assumption, the initial onditions in ases of partial removal of arbon mantles are easily

onstruted just deriving the frational amount of arbon in the mantle leftover, xw ,

and setting xC = 1− xw.

We remark that equations (4.4) are, stritly speaking, part of a muh larger system

of di�erential equations, whih inludes also the time�dependent hemial evolution

model to whih they are oupled. This is the reason why evolutionary traks omputed

the same value of spd, but with di�erent initial onditions (i. e. urves of the same

olor in di�erent panels of �gure 4.1) may interset (and indeed some do). This does

not ontrast with the uniity of the solutions of a set of di�erential equations, beause

what intersets are not distint, omplete many�dimensional solutions of the whole

system (whih indeed either never interset or are entirely oinident), but rather their

projetions onto the muh smaller w − fsp2
plane.
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Figure 4.1: Theoretial distribution of mantle thikness w and normalized sp2 mantle arbon fration,

fsp2 = δsp2xsp2/(δsp2xsp2 + δsp3xsp3 ). Evolutionary traks are shown as solid lines starting from

di�erent initial onditions (see Eq. 4.4). (a): (fsp2 , w) = (0, 0); (b): (0,0.5); (): (0.5,0.5); (d): (1,0.5).

Eah urve is labelled by the value of the resaled photo�darkening rate s−1
pd in m

3
K

−1/2
y

−1
. Dashed

lines trae the iso−s urves.
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Finally, we estimate the asymptoti mantle thikness for a line of sight from the

approximate analyti solutions derived in the appendix B, equations (B.1), with xC ∼ 0

w ∼ ÂC

〈σdnd〉/[H]
×
(

δC
mC

)−1

= 0.54×
(

ÂC/ppm

RV

)

nm (4.5)

where we substitute 〈σdnd〉/[H] ∼ RV /6.4× 1021 m

2
, and δC = δsp2

. Using RV = 3.1

and ÂC = 20 ppm (the value for the average galati ISEC dedued by online table 4

of Mulas et al. 2013) we �nd w ∼ 4 nm (see �gure 4.1).

4.3 Observational data

In the previous hapter we performed �ts of 328 ISECs, parametrized by Fitzpatrik

and Massa (2007), with our [CM]2 model in the simpli�ed and detailed version. As

showed in the Setion (3.5.2) the two versions, despite the apparent similarity, are

qualitatively di�erent in the moleular representation. So, while both the simpli�ed

and the detailed [CM℄

2
model �t equally well all ISECs, the moleular omponent

of extintion has somewhat di�erent degrees of freedom (re�eting di�erent underlying

physial assumptions), resulting also in di�erent parameters for the lassial omponent.

Fig. 4.2 displays w versus fsp2
, derived by online tables of Mulas et al. (2013) for the

Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) extintion urve sample. The left panel shows the results

for the simpli�ed [CM℄

2
model, the right panel for the detailed one. The di�erene

between the left and right panels of �gure (4.2) is remarkable: the left panel shows

markedly more satter in partiular in the left part of the plot where the evolutionary

e�ets have more impat on the fsp2 − w distribution, while data points in the right

panel appear to be more tightly onstrained in a well�de�ned relatively small part of the

w − fsp2
spae. This di�erene stems from assuming, in the right panel, the moleular

omponent to absorb light as a olletion of aromati moieties, whereas in the left panel

the π⋆ ← π and σ⋆ ← σ resonanes are allowed to vary independently.

While we �tted the extintion models solely on visible and UV extintion urves, the

resulting models also yield the predited extintion in the IR, inluding the so�alled

aliphati C�H streth feature around 3.4 µm. Sine the extintion in the IR is muh

smaller than that in the UV, the UV extintion urve and the 3.4 µm feature are almost

never observed for the same line of sight: lines of sight with a good measurement of

the 3.4 µm feature are hardly observable in the UV, and the 3.4 µm feature is hardly

detetable in lines of sight with a well�determined UV extintion urve. We ould �nd

only one ase among the lines of sight with extintion urves given by Fitzpatrik and

Massa (2007), namely HD 204827, in whih the aliphati C�H streth was deteted.

Figure (4.3) shows the observations from Valeni et al. (2003), with superimposed

the extintion spetrum predited by our extintion model, �tted on the UV. Despite

the very oarse sampling of the feature in the modelled extintion, ditated by the

tabulated optial onstants used in our work, model and observations are in aeptable

agreement. To ease visual omparison, on the same �gure we also show superimposed

the 3.4 µm feature measured on a laboratory sample by Mennella (2010), whih best

mathes the interstellar feature. Perusing our �tted extintion urves, we �nd that

the ratio equivalent width on AV of the modelled 3.4 µm feature goes from zero to

5.2 · 10−4 µm mag

−1
. If we use the laboratory pro�le to onvert from equivalent width

to maximum optial depth, this orresponds to τmax ≃ 4 ·10−3mag−1AV, enompassing

the average interstellar value of ∼ 3.6 · 10−3mag−1AV given by Gao et al. (2010).
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Figure 4.2: Observationally derived distribution of mantle thikness w and normalized sp2 mantle

arbon fration, ⋄, with relative errors, for the simpli�ed (left panel) and detailed (right panel) [CM℄

2

models (see Chapter 3).

Figure 4.3: Optial depth of HD204827 (Valeni et al., 2003), with superimposed the extintion

spetrum predited by our extintion model (red line) and a laboratory spetrum (Mennella, 2010)

known to provide an exellent �t to the band observed in GC IRS6E (Pendleton et al., 1994). The

laboratory spetrum (blue line) was saled to have the same integrated absorbane of the extintion

model. The zero line is shown for easier omparison.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between observationally inferred (⋄) and modelled w − fsp2 ouples (solid

lines). Evolutionary traks start from the initial onditions (fsp2 , w) = (0, 0.5). Lines with di�erent

olors refer to di�erent values of the resaled photo�darkening rate (see �gure 4.1). The magenta square

is the line of sight towards HD62542, and the yellow the one towards HD204827.

4.4 Disussion

The observational results shown in the preeding setions have been obtained using a

model onsisting of a spherial void plus three onentri shells: siliate + hydroarbon

sp2 + hydroarbon sp3. The relative frations of these omponents and the thikness

of the total arbon mantle are let to vary freely in response to the spei�s of the

�tting tehnique. The relative frations of sp2 and sp3 bonding sites and the mantle

thikness are also desribed by the evolutionary model summarised in system (4.4).

Thus, it is possible to relate homologous, physially meaningful quantities derived from

ompletely separate analyses. Suh omparison is shown in �gure (4.4), where we report

the evolutionary traks starting from the initial onditions (fsp2 , w) = (0, 0.5).

Data points obtained from the observations appear to follow rather losely the evo-

lutionary traks representing the evolution of arbonaeous mantles restarting from a

thin leftover from a previous yle, fully rehydrogenated. The vast majority of ISECs in

�gure (4.4) are neatly braketed by evolutionary traks within a small range of values

of the spd parameter, whih happens to over exatly the typial values assumed for the

prevailing onditions in the di�use ISM. In partiular, only two lines of sight appear to

be unaounted by the hoie of the initial onditions (fsp2 , w) = (0, 0.5). This suggests
that typial reyling times in the ISM should be shorter than arbon mantle lifetimes.

Lines of sight observationally known to traverse reently shoked interstellar material

(e.g., by an expanding SN shell) are expeted to line up on the left side, i. e. arbona-

eous mantles should be highly hydrogenated. This appears indeed to be the ase for

HD62542 (Cardelli et al., 1990) and HD204827 (Valeni et al., 2003, 2004), whih are
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shown in �gure (4.4) by magenta and yellow squares, respetively. Interestingly, the 3.4

µm feature indiating a C�H rih grain mantle have been observed towards HD 204827

(Valeni et al., 2003). Both lines of sight have a steep UV rise, and a weak bump.

The parameters resulting from �tting ISECs with the detailed [CM℄

2
model therefore

turn out to be strikingly onsistent with our evolutionary piture. We an think of

no oneivable reason for the �tting proedure in the Chapter (3) to produe suh a

distribution of points in the w−fsp2
plane as a random artefat, so we onlude it must

be a real physial e�et. Conversely, the simpli�ed [CM℄

2
model shows a muh weaker

onsisteny with some kind of funtion relation between w and fsp2
. This means that

the observed pattern omes out only as a result of assuming the moleular omponent

to absorb light as a olletion of aromati manifolds. If the π∗ ← π and σ∗ ← σ
resonanes are allowed to vary independently, this deonstruts the physial oherene

of the extintion model with respet to the evolution of dust grain mantles. This is

onsistent with the reent �ndings of Li and Draine (2012) and Yang et al. (2013) that

arbonaeous nanopartiles small enough to be stohastially heated to emit in the mid

IR must be almost entirely aromati, with at most a very small aliphati omponent.

In the framework of our evolutionary model, given an observational point in the

w − fsp2
plane, we an invert the evolutionary urve it lies on, to derive the orre-

sponding spd and sev, the evolution parameter. We an thereafter build an histogram

of the distribution of sev values, whih is shown in �gure (4.4). This was obtained

using the data points from the detailed [CM℄

2
model and inverting the evolutionary

urves restarting from w = 0.5 nm and fsp
2 = 0, whih were shown above to be

most onsistent with the assumed evolutionary model. This �gure shows a broad max-

imum at sev ∼ 109 m

−3
K

1/2
y. Assuming typial interstellar values for density,

nH ∼ 100 cm−3
, and kineti temperature, Tk ∼ 100K, we �nd that the observed evolu-

tionary ages of arbonaeous mantles peak at times of about few millions years. The

resulting photo�darkening time (orresponding to the maximum density of data points

in �gure 4.4) results tpd ∼ 0.3 − 1 × 106/χ y, in good agreement with the results of

laboratory experiments on amorphous arbon (e.g., Iida et al. 1984, Mennella et al.

2001). We note that the timesales over whih dust evolves in louds are omparable

to the probable ages of louds themselves. For either shorter or longer timesales, the

extintion should vary in a preditable way. Hene, through the study of interstellar

extintion we may in priniple be able to identify the evolutionary history of the di�use

louds in the ISM.

Lastly, we relate RV , the ratio of total-to-seletive extintion, to the evolutionary

stage of arbon dust, as traed by the ratio between the evolutionary and photo�darkening

times sev/spd = χt/tpd (�gure 4.4). The plot evidenes the existene of two, roughly

distint, regimes in whih sev/spd ≤ 10 and sev/spd ≥ 100. In �gure (4.4) we did not

report those lines of sight with (saled) photo�darkening time spd ≤ 107/χ m

−3
K

1/2
y

(and thus their sev/spd are larger than 100). For these lines (approximately 20 in num-

ber) the values of fsp2 ∼ 1, and thus a preise assignment of spd is prevented, only an

upper limit an be given. This happens beause of the asymptoti behaviour of the

evolutionary traks, whih all tend to beome very lose to the fsp2 = 1 line in the

w − fsp2
plane (see �gure 4.1).

In the region sev/spd ≤ 10, where the most part of the lines of sight reside, the

observationally derived RV estimates tend to rowd about the �duial value RV = 3,
when t ≈ tpd/χ. On the ontrary, for evolutionary times muh larger than tpd/χ, RV

values are dispersed and errati. The same ours to the values of mantle thiknesses

that are sattered, but generally larger than 1 nm. ISECs (in the light of the present
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Figure 4.5: Distribution of the galati ISECs from Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) sample, as a

funtion of the evolutionary indiator sev.

Figure 4.6: Relation between RV and the arbon proessing stage sev/spd.
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Figure 4.7: Relation between RV and the arbon mantle thikness w for highly evolved ISECs,

sev/spd ≥ 100.

model) are time�dependent beause of two fators: the gradual aumulation of arbon

atoms on dust grains, and the photo�darkening of the resulting hydroarbon mantle.

As the mantle hemial omposition reahes its �nal stage, the evolution of dust is

driven by mantle aretion only, in whih all grain sizes are modi�ed simultaneously.

Indeed, suh a proess appears to be imprinted in the ISECs for whih sev/spd ≥ 100
(�gure 4.7): RV and the mantle thikness w are well related with a moderate dispersion

given by the e�et of di�erent size distributions. For suh lines of sight, graphitisation

is driven by UV photolysis, but even other mehanisms suh as e.g., thermal annealing

may ontribute to inrease of onentration of sp2 bonding sites.

The line of sight HD36982 is the one showing the largest departures from a linear

relation w − RV . HD36982 is a sightline in whih the relative amount of C and Si

in grains is redued ompared to the galati averaged value. Barbaro et al. (2004)

seleted a sample of 41 lines of sight (inluding HD36982) showing suh a de�ieny of

metals inorporated in dust, 9 of whih were part of the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007)

sample: 6 out 9 of these ISECs show a ratio sev/spd ≥ 100, while for one (HD37061)

suh ratio is slightly larger than 10.

4.5 Conlusions and future works

With the results of this work exposed in the present and previous hapters we show the

potentialities of our approah, but we did not fully exploit them here: multi dimensional

orrelations involving simultaneously several parameters and observed quantities will

require appropriate multi�variate statistial analysis to be unravelled.

Suh side analysis is not only of statistial nature. The remarkable agreement be-

tween observationally derived dust harateristis with their orresponding syntheti

properties shed light on the nature of osmi dust as desribed, despite the omplex

hemial struture, by a very limited number of regulatory parameters. Cardelli et al.
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(1989) found that the shape of UV extintion urves orrelates with the parameter

RV = AV /E(B − V ), providing a link between one measure of dust grain environ-

ment and the wavelength dependene of the extintion. Thus, if the value of RV an

be determined from optial and IR photometry, then the properties of the entire UV

� IR extintion urve an be predited. However, while suh a representation is very

suessful at desribing ISECs as funtions of few parameters, said parameters are not

physially meaningful per se, but are ompliated, largely unknown funtions of the

real physial quantities desribing the interstellar material produing the extintion.

The important question is how the variation of the extintion urve, and its topologial

uniformity, translates into the physial properties of dust grains. IR data suggest that

the omposition and the struture of arbonaeous dust vary within the ISM and that

these variations involve hanges in the relative abundane of sp2 and sp3 hybridised

bonded omponents (e.g., Pendleton and Allamandola 2002, Chiar et al. 2013).

Similar variations are observed in laboratory samples of hydrogenated amorphous

arbon (e.g., Duley and Hu 2012), due to hanges in omposition driven by fators suh

as hydrogen ontent, temperature, and UV photolysis. Suh hanges an be desribed

through a photo�darkening time, a hange of the absorption edge whih orresponds

to a derease of the optial gap, in agreement with the general result that hydrogen

favours the sp3 arbon hybridisation and redues the degree of aromati sp2 lusters

in hydrogenated arbons (Robertson, 1991). The haraterisation of dust extintion in

terms of suh hemial evolutionary fators is, of ourse, superposed to other, mainly

dynamial, proesses, suh as grain size modulation in shoks. If the size distribution

of grains were to be hanged, then the extintion pro�le would also hange. Still, the

dispersion due to evolutionary regional fators is signi�ant ompared to that in the

observational data (Cehi-Pestellini et al., 2010).

In this hapter we put forward an evolutionary dust model, whih was kept as simple

as possible while still representing fairly aurately the proesses desribed above, as

they are expeted to our in the di�use ISM. The only free parameters of this model

are essentially the resaled photo�darkening time and the initial onditions, leaving very

little room to adjust the model to math observational data, as those obtained from

the previous hapter. The distribution of observed ISECs in the w − fsp2
plane delin-

eate a oherent evolutionary senario for the galati dust. One free parameter, spd,
determines the evolutionary trak with resaled time sev of arbonaeous dust man-

tles. Conversely, �tting any ISEC with the [CM℄

2
model observationally determines

the mantle hemial omposition and thikness. In general, the agreement is extremely

onvining, enabling us to draw some onlusions on the life yle and properties of in-

terstellar dust. In the framework of the [CM℄

2
model, omparison of the observationally

determined data with evolutionary traks shows that

1. the establishment of a oherent evolutionary senario for arbon dust requires a

population of aromati feature arriers;

2. most of the ISECs in the Fitzpatrik and Massa (2007) sample orrespond to dust

mantles that restarted growing after being almost ompletely removed, with the

leftover fully rehydrogenated, by e.g., oasional shoks;

3. most ISECs are on traks with 3×108 < spd < 109 m−3
K

1/2
y, where �utuations

(within a fator of 3) are indued by regional di�erenes in the strength of the

interstellar UV radiation �eld (gas density and temperature are inorporated in

the evolutionary variable s);
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4. the evolutionary �age� of ISECs peaks at times of few Myr, assuming typial

di�use interstellar onditions, omparable to the probable average age of di�use

louds, on the basis of statistial onsiderations;

5. RV ∼ 3 is reahed when sev ≈ spd; this result suggests that, in average, most

lines of sight are let free to "radiatively" evolve for

t ∼ 0.3− 1× 106 (100 cm−3/nH) (100K/Tk)
1/2

y.

6. about 10% of lines of sight are assoiated to photo�darkening times shorter than

the average galati value, suggesting the presene of very strong UV �elds, and

other forms of sp3 → sp2 annealing.

Although we did not address the topi in this hapter, the present results might have

impliations on the global histories of dust grains. During their lifetime, dust grains

yle through several di�use/dense phases (e.g., Li and Greenberg 1997). Assuming a

total lifetime for a dust grain to be approximately few hundreds of Myr (Serra Díaz-Cano

and Jones, 2008), about the average age of a giant moleular loud (Blitz and Williams,

1999), and onsidering the latter to undergo a number of dense phases of the order of ten

(Sánhez D. and Parravano, 1999), eah with a lifespan of few free fall times, we derive

a dust residene time in eah phase of a few tens of Myr. During a dense phase, dust

grains are overed by an iy oating of volatiles, whih protet the underlying arbon

mantles, thereby "freezing" their hemial omposition. Little refratory material is

expeted to form from iy mantles and remain attahed to the mantle when the the

ie evaporates. Before and during the subsequent di�use regime (whih is the only one

in whih the UV extintion an be urrently measured), the emerging dust olletions

may be subjeted to shoks or, to a minor extent, left relatively undisturbed. Thus, the

observationally�inferred results shown in �gure (4.2), may inorporate the imprinting of

"long�lived" dust grains, sparsely populating the right portion of the diagram depited

in �gure (4.4).

Variations in interstellar ISECs along di�erent lines of sight in the MWG, and from

one galaxy to another, are routinely interpreted as arising from hanges in the relative

abundanes of the omponents that ontribute to the extintion. In this work we

show that these variations an be related to di�erenes in the loal physial onditions

through an evolutionary proess in the interstellar gas. Then ISECs ould be a very

useful tool in de�ning those physial onditions in the MWG or in other galaxies. A

natural extension of this work will be its validation in environments markedly di�erent

from the ISM of the solar neighbourhood: physial situations in whih the life yle of

the ISM is known to be very di�erent either globally, e.g. muh more frequent shoks

in starburst galaxies, or loally, beause of independent observational onstraints on

individual lines of sight. Indeed our aim is ertainly to extend our analysis with the

[CM]2 model to external galaxies starting from its losest neighbours, the MCs.

Sine the UV extintion urve alone underonstrains some parameters, to improve

the knowledge of dust grains would be useful to apply the [CM]2 model with further

additional physis, or additional observational onstraints (as the introdution in the �t

of an inreasing χ2
penalty term for abundanes inreasingly exeeding observational

onstraints mentioned in the point 1 in the Setion 3.6), or both, to shrink the parameter

spae, and the number of independent free parameters. The most obvious piee of

omplementary information would be to onstrain the PAH mixture to simultaneously

�t the extintion urve and the observed Aromati Infrared Bands (AIBs) in emission

for the same line of sight, for those few ases in whih both are available. It has been
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proven that the mid�IR AIB spetra an be �tted by mixtures of PAHs (Boersma et al.,

2013), we here proved that PAH mixtures an �t any extintion urve, it remains to

be proven whether the two observational features an be simultaneously �tted by the

same PAH mixture for the same line of sight. This would also provide the most diret

observational test for the need of a di�erent population of partiles ontributing to the

far�UV non�linear rise without ontributing to the bump (see point 4 in the Setion

3.6) or lak thereof.

We might also inlude some ionisation equilibrium ondition for PAHs, instead of

treating all ionisation states as independent parameters as we did in the hapter (3).

This would obviously have a huge e�et, adding only a handful of free parameters

(at most eletron density, kineti temperature, UV radiation density) to remove ∼150.
However, this would make physial sense only for lines of sight whose extintion is

produed by relatively homogeneous interstellar material, whih is not the ommon ase.

Observations of ommon traers of interstellar material, e. g., the neutral sodium lines,

almost always show a ompliated struture of many intervening louds with di�erent

radial veloities and veloity dispersions, hinting at di�erent physial onditions among

them. In suh ases, trying to enfore a unique ionisation equilibrium for all PAHs

along the line of sight would just be a meaningless exerise, whih we hereby avoided.

Again, we do plan to selet a small subset of lines of sight whih are observationally

known to be dominated by a single, relatively homogeneous interstellar loud (or a

small number of well de�ned ones) and for them redo the �t with the detailed model,

with the added onstraint of ionisation equilibrium of PAHs (or a di�erent one for eah

observed omponent).
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The inverse problem

The problem of retrieving interstellar dust properties from an extintion urve falls

within the general lass of inverse problems that do not have a diret solution (suh

as to desribe a dragon from its traks, Bohren and R. 1983). In this Appendix, we

brie�y outline the formalism to handle non�linear inverse problems. Interested readers

are referred for details to the exhaustive treatments of Twomey (1977) and Rodgers

(2000).

The retrieval proedure is based on the �tting of the observational data with a

suitable forward model. We deal with a number L of unknown quantities (e. g. void

fration, mantle thikness, · · · ) represented by a state vetor a ∈ R
L
and a number

M of data desribed by the vetor Nobs ∈ R
M
, ontaining the extintion observed at

di�erent wave numbers. A forward model F (n, a) desribes the observations through

a set of N �xed model parameters (the vetor n ∈ R
N
) and L adjustable parameters,

providing a link between the observation vetor and the state vetor

Nobs = F (n, a) + ǫ (A.1)

In the following we will omit n, sine by de�nition it is a set of �xed model parameters.

If one onsiders a small neighbourhood of some referene state vetor a0, the retrieval
problem an be linearised, and equation (A.1) an be expressed as

Ri =
∑

l

(

∂F i

∂al

)

~a0

(al − al0) + ǫi ∼
∑

l

Ki
l (a

l − al0) (A.2)

or more onisely, in matrix form

R = K(a− a0) + ǫ ∼ K(a− a0)

where R = Nobs − F (a0) is the vetor of the residuals with dimensionM. Its elements

are equal to the di�erene between the observations and the orresponding simulation

alulated using the referene state vetor a0. K is the Jaobian matrix of F with

respet to the L adjustable parameters, having M rows and L olumns. The goal of

the retrieval operation is the determination of the di�erene vetor a − a0 in order to

improve the previous estimate a0. The problem relies on the onstrution of a solution

matrixG (having L rows andM olumns) that, applied to the vetor R = Nobs−F (a0),
provides a − a0. The retrieval proedure onsists in the searh of the parameters that

produe the best simulation of the observations, by means of the minimisation of the
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χ2
merit funtion

χ2 =
∑

i,j

(V −1)ij(N
i
obs − F i(a))(N j

obs − F j(~a))

≃
∑

i,j

(V −1)ij [R
i −
∑

l

Ki
l (a

l − al0)][R
j −

∑

l

Kj
l (a

l − al0)] (A.3)

again, more onisely:

χ2 = [Nobs − F (a)]TV−1[Nobs − F (a)]

≃ [R−K(a− a0)]
T
V

−1[R−K(a− a0)]

where the supersript T indiates the transpose and the weight V is a square matrix

of dimensionM, the variane�ovariane matrix (VCM) assoiated to the vetor Nobs

and hene R (Rodgers, 2000). When no further orretion is to be applied to the state

vetor, a− a0 beomes very nearly a null vetor, and equation (A.3) reads as

χ2 = RT
V

−1R (A.4)

In general the observations do not depend linearly on the unknown parameters a.
As a onsequene equation (A.4) is not a quadrati funtion of the unknowns. However,

for a su�iently lose to a referene vetor a0 we may assume that the χ2
funtion is

well approximated by its Taylor expansion in a0, trunated at seond order, namely

χ2(a) = χ2(a0) +
∑

l

(

∂χ2

∂al

)

a0

(al − al0) +
1

2

∑

l,m

(

∂2χ2

∂al∂am

)

a0

(al − al0)(a
m − am0 )

= χ2(a0) + (∇χ2)Ta0
(a− a0) +

1

2
(a− a0)

T (∇2χ2)a0(a− a0) (A.5)

where ∇ and ∇2
indiate the gradient and the Hessian matrix, respetively. Writing

the gradient and the Hessian matries of F (n, a) expliitly, we obtain

χ2(a) = χ2(a0)− 2
∑

i,j,l

(V −1)ij

(

∂F i

∂al

)

a0

(N j
obs − F j(a0))(a

l − al0)

+
∑

i,j,l,m

(V −1)ij

[

(

∂F i

∂al

)

a0

(

∂F j

∂am

)

a0

−
(

∂2F i

∂al∂am

)

a0

(N j
obs − F j(a0))

]

(al − al0)(a
m − am0 )

= χ2(a0)− 2
∑

i,j,l

(V −1)ijK
i
lR

j(al − al0)

+
∑

i,j,l,m

(V −1)ij
[

Ki
lK

j
m −Hi

lmRj
]

(al − al0)(a
m − am0 )

= χ2(a0)− 2
(

K
T
V

−1R
)T

(a− a0) + (a− a0)
T
K

T
V

−1
K(a− a0)

−
∑

i,j,l,m

(V −1)ijH
i
lmRj(al − al0)(a

m − am0 ) (A.6)

Negleting the term with the seond derivatives of F (a), i. e. Hi
lm, in eq.(A.6), the

value of a− a0 that minimizes the χ2
funtion is the Gauss�Newton solution (e. g., Gill

et al. 1981)

a = a0 +A
−1

K
T
V

−1R (A.7)
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where A = K
T
V

−1
K. The solution matrix of the inverse problem is thus

G = A
−1

K
T
V

−1
(A.8)

The improved estimate, equation (A.7), an be used as a new assumed state vetor for a

further iteration of the retrieval proess. The iteration is suessful, i. e. χ2(a) < χ2(a0),
only if non�linearities are not too large (hene justifying the neglet of the seond

derivative term above).

The Levemberg�Marquardt method introdues a modi�ation to the iterative pro-

edure outlined above, by substituting the matrix A with a matrix Â de�ned aording

to the following rule

Âij = K
T
V

−1
K for i 6= j

Âij = K
T
V

−1
K(1 + λ) for i = j

(A.9)

where λ is a damping parameter that inreases the value of the diagonal elements. The

modi�ation enables a faster onvergene and is reommended in the ase of strongly

non�linear problems. The fator λ is initialized to a user�de�ned value, and, during the

retrieval iterations, it is inreased or dereased depending on whether the χ2
funtion

inreases or dereases. For very small values of λ, Â ≃ A, hene going bak to the simple

linearised method outlined above; for large λ values, onversely, suessive iterations go

in the diretion of the steepest desent of χ2
, with smaller and smaller steps for larger

and larger λ. While Â is guaranteed to be nonsingular, it may be very nearly singular,

if the residual hanges very little in some diretion of a spae. In that ase, G beomes

numerially unstable, and tends to produe unrealisti (extremely large) shifts in those

diretions of a, thereby produing unphysial solutions. To overome this problem, we

use the Singular Value Deomposition to invert Â, and set to zero all "singular" values

whih are too low, whih are exatly those diretions in whih the residual is almost

onstant. This stabilises the proedure.

In the ase of diagonal VCM, (V−1)ij = σ−1
i δij , the χ2

presription beomes

χ2(a) =
∑

i

(

N i
obs − F i(a)

σi

)2

(A.10)

where σi is the variane of the i-th data point. In this ase, Va = α−1
with αij =

1/2 ∂2χ2/∂ai∂aj (e. g., Press et al. 1992).
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Appendix B

Analyti approximations

The equation oe�ients in system (4.4) are weakly dependent on time, through the

quantities 〈σdnd〉/[H], derived integrating over the dust size distribution, as this hanges
in time during mantle aretion, and the mantle density δC. Setting both quantities to

onstant values we obtain the approximate analyti solutions orresponding to initially

bare siliate ores



























xC(s) = exp
(

−Â× s
)

xsp3 (s) = Â
(

s−1
pd − Â

) ×
[

xC(s)− exp(−s−1
pd × s)

]

w = D̂
ÂδC

[1− xC(s)]

(B.1)

For s → ∞ equations (B.1) give xC → 0, xsp3 → 0, xsp2 → 1, and w → D̂/(ÂδC).
Finally, when spd → ∞, xsp2 → 0 and xsp3 ∼ 1 − xC. Curves (B.1) with s = onst.

are straight lines parallel to the xsp2−axis. Suh simple behaviour is not shared by

exat numerial solutions, i. e. iso�s urves are not straight lines when the analytial

approximation eases to be valid (see �gure 4.1).
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